
A judged competition organized by UnderConsideration, celebrating the best  

print work from around the world during 2012 - 13. The FPO Awards reward the most 

successful combinations of design and print production. A panel of five judges  

convened in Austin, TX on June 21, 2013 to collectively select the 111 winning entries 

included in this book. 

for digital purchasing options — pdf or paywall website — and more information: 

www.underconsideration.com/fpoawards
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A graphic design enterprise that runs a network of  

blogs, publishes books, organizes live events and judged  

competitions, and designs for clients. Run by Bryony  

Gomez-Palacio and Armin Vit in Austin, TX.

www.undeRconsideRATion.com
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introduction
thoughts From the third year

After three years running the FPo Awards one of the most satisfying aspects 

of it is observing the pleasure of the judges as they pick up piece after piece  

to analyze, observe, and touch each one. The pleasure isn’t so much that 

every single piece is great but that things are being made, created, finished, 

shipped, and used. so much of what we do and consume these days is digi-

tal that one full day that consists of being on your feet, craning your neck, 

and straining your eyes to look at analog objects feels like rest. At least 

from the ordinary. 

Another vindication for the FPo Awards is the reassurance that print 

knowledge, not just print, is not dead. “Generally, i’ve noticed a strong lack 

of knowledge developing in the graphic design industry since the introduc-

tion of the digital process,” expresses Art chantry, “this collection of work 

seemed transitional—a halfway point being achieved between the digital 

removal of the printing process and the reintroduction of the wonders of 

printing into the design medium. it felt VeRY good to see this work. it made 

me happy.” if Art is happy we are happy.

Filtering through the 275 entries submitted this year yielded 111 winners —  

a percentage uptick in projects awarded compared to last year’s 96 winners 
6 / introduction



out of 278 entries. unlike the past couple of years where general praise  

was given to the overall quality of entrants, two of this year’s judges 

weren’t fully impressed. Prolific silkscreener david dodde described it as 

“homogenous” as if “the majority of work appeared to use source material 

found from the same blogs,” and Pentagram partner dJ stout was “under-

whelmed for the most part by the lack of originality and distressed by the 

lack of conceptual thinking and just plain old-fashioned ideas.” Harsh to 

hear but nothing like good criticism to spark designers to do better work,  

especially when projects do get the tough judges’ seal of approval— 

dJ praised the winning work as “admirable” and david as “inspiring”.

Admirable and inspiring are two words that come easily to mind with the 

Best of Show winner, the annual report for Adris group by Bruketa & Žinić 

printed by cerovski LTd. (The same trio of client, design firm, and printer 

that took Best of show last year). using heat sensitive ink on the cover  

and inside pages to illustrate the concept of “in Good Hands” the report 

wasn’t just an easy gimmick—the layout and typography were beautifully 

executed and a quote etched on the edges of the pages left everyone with 

mouth agape. 

Two other projects that produced a similar reaction were the co-winners 

of the Radical Production Award: RoAndco studio’s phosphorescent pink 

invitation for Honor foil stamped by Proof7 that was mesmerizing to see and 

the self-published book by Éditions non standard printed by Lenoirschuring 

that baffled with its intense page-count and rock-solid binding. The deci-

sion to go with co-winners was the result of a spirited discussion between 

judges of which piece was more radical.

missing from last year’s winners was a selection for the sustainability 

Award that this year went to a small-run set of posters designed and 

printed by interbrand new York for an internal speaker series—although 

it wasn’t a massive project that would save gallons of ink or hundreds of 

thousands of pounds of paper it was a resourceful and clever solution.

As always, it is a pleasure for us to run this competition and see work  

literally coming in from around the world to surprise us and the judges  

with excellent design thinking and production skillfulness. 

congratulations to all the winners and many thanks to all who entered.

Bryony Gomez-Palacio + Armin Vit  

Principals, underconsideration
introduction / 7



designer

 Raised in Tacoma, wA, Art chantry worked in seattle for nearly 30 years. during that 

time he managed to produce a body of work that, however unorthodox, still rivals 

some of the best graphic design in the world. He has won hundreds of design and 

advertising awards, including a bronze lion at cannes, and the Poster Laureate of the 

colorado international invitational Poster exposition. His work has been collected 

and exhibited by some of the most prestigious museums and galleries in the world: 

the Louvre, The smithsonian, The Library of congress and the Rock and Roll Hall of 

Fame to name a few. in 1993 The seattle Art museum honored him with a one-man 

retrospective of his work and in 2003 Ps1, in association with the museum of modern Art, did the same. His work 

has been published in hundreds of books and magazines and in 2001 chronicle Books published the monograph 

of his work, some People can’t surf, written by Julie Lasky. in fact, there is even a book about chantry’s work 

published in china and written entirely in chinese…though nobody knows what it ReALLY says.

Art somehow managed to carve out a style that took hold of the popular underground music scene in the early 

1990s—dubbed “grunge” by culture mavens, it actually was a look developed at an alternative newsweekly named 

The Rocket, where Art began as art director in 1984 and continued to be involved off and on for over ten years.  

during that time, the magazine became a virtual hub on the wheel of seattle’s music and culture scene. soon his 

ideas extended beyond The Rocket to the fledgling record label, sub Pop, where it became history. His ideas found 

further nuance in his work for the garage rock record label, estrus Records, where his style found a perfect home.

Through his work with the staff of The Rocket and the classes he taught at the school of Visual concepts, Art 

influenced an entire generation of young graphic designers in the northwest, and eventually across the county. 

He has lectured extensively and traveled to present his work all over the world. He has contributed writings to a 

number of books about graphic design, and his own book, instant Litter, concert Posters from seattle Punk culture, 

is considered a classic in its field. To this day, his hard-edge scrappy look can be seen everywhere from punk rock 

record covers to corporate annual reports.

IN-HOUSE PRINTMAKER, HOUSE INDUSTRIES

Born and raised in Grand Rapids, mi, david dodde specializes in fine art screen 

printing, most notably as the in-house printmaker for House industries. combined 

with two decades in the field of graphic design and brand development working in 

such diverse fields as entertainment licensing, action sports, and later as a senior 

package designer for Kellogg’s. david’s experience in the field of print is both 

unique and extensive.

Unlike most design awards that are judged solely by designers,  

the FPO Awards judging panel is comprised of five individuals:  

Three designers and two printers. This combination places emphasis  

on design and execution but with an increased level of scrutiny  

toward production.

Judges
designers & printers

Art Chantry

David Dodde

8 / judges



CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER, DESIGN ARMY

Pum is a co-founder and chief creative officer of Design Army in Washington, DC, 

where she is responsible for overseeing all creative coming through the firm’s doors. 

An award-winning creative director with a keen attention to detail, Pum has suc-

cessfully led the creative development of numerous high-profile campaigns both 

nationally and abroad. As a native of Bangkok, she brings a global sensibility to 

American design—a creative point of view that draws from different cultures and 

resonates with diverse audiences. Pum regularly judges elite design competitions 

and served as the chair of the 2012 One Show Design jury. She has been featured in 

industry publications such as Communication Arts, Graphis, HOW, Print, STEP, Novum (Germany), Coupe (Canada), 

Concept Magazine (Indonesia), and Art4D (Thailand). Her work has earned a plethora of awards, including One 

Show Gold Pencils, Art Directors Club Cube, D&AD, Red Dot Award, AIGA 365, I.D. Annual Design Review, National 

Addys, SPD Award, and Type Directors Club.

Pum was named by Graphic Design USA as one of the top 50 People to Watch, and was awarded as a Rising Star 

by the Washington Business Journal’s Women Who Mean Business. Pum currently serves as a member of the 

Board of Directors for The One Club. Pum excels at establishing the vision behind high-profile design campaigns. 

Skilled in the creation and implementation of corporate identity, branding, conceptual design, she has guided the 

design and development of many award-winning work. Her clients includes Adobe, GE, Disney, Chronicle Books, 

Bloomingdale’s, Ritz Carlton, The Washington Ballet, Verizon, Neenah Paper, and recently she was the creative 

director for the premier issue of the Washingtonian’s Bride and Groom magazine.

PARTNER, PENTAGRAM

DJ is one of nineteen principals of the acclaimed international design consultancy 

Pentagram. Stout joined Pentagram as a partner in 2000. Pentagram, which was 

founded in London in 1972 by five designers—an architect, a product designer and 

three graphic designers—currently has five offices around the world. In a special 

1998 issue, American Photo magazine selected DJ as one of the “100 most important 

people in photography.” In 2004 I.D. (International Design) magazine selected Stout 

for “The I.D. Fifty,” it’s annual listing of design innovators. In 2010 The Society of 

Illustrators honored DJ Stout with the national Richard Gangel Art Director Award. 

Also in 2010 DJ Stout was recognized as an AIGA (American Institute of Graphic Arts) Fellow award recipient for his 

exceptional contributions to the field of graphic design.

DJ and his team specialize in the creation of brand identity design and strategy, publication design, packaging 

and interactive solutions. Recent projects include Microsoft Windows Vista, Ruby Tuesday Restaurants, Popeyes 

Louisiana Kitchen, Walgreens, L.L. Bean, Southwest Airlines, The Fort Worth Museum of Science and History,  

SkinCeuticals, Northwestern University, Loyola Marymount University, and The University of Southern California. 

CO-FOUNDER & PRODUCTION DIRECTOR, VERTALLEE LETTERPRESS

Brad is co-founder of and production director at Vertallee. He has spent a decade 

working in print, including time with industry leader Rohner Letterpress in Chicago, 

IL. He convinced his wife to venture south to his home state of Texas and settled in 

Austin where they founded Vertallee in 2007. For the past six years, the shop has 

produced both in house designs and client work. Brad’s expertise and eye for detail 

has attracted projects from top shops and designers, from local favorites Public 

School, Helms Workshop, and Guerilla Suit to the University of Texas, Baylor Uni-

versity, Frost Bank, and the Kimball Art Museum, among others. His work has been 

featured in publications such as Communication Arts, HOW, The Knot, Rare, and Tribeza. 

Pum Lefebure

Brad Murph

DJ Stout

judges / 9



Booklet for Self-promotion by Commercial Artisan  
printed By FAulkenBerg printing

Book/Magazine/toy Skateboard for/by  
kingbrown Magazine and Morning Breath  
printed By kingBrown MAgAzine And Morning BreAth

Art Chantry

David Dodde

i’m usually attracted to the unusual in design 

competitions. Sometimes i find myself thinking, “if i 

haven’t seen it before, then it is amazing.” So much of 

what is entered in a design show strictly echoes what 

is considered the latest design trend or philosophy or 

idea. in this particular show, because it was emphasiz-

ing printing process, i found my personal judges’ pick 

to actually be the one piece i felt the most familiar 

and comfortable with. it demonstrated everything 

i miss about printing that is not being exploited 

currently—duotones, varnishes, and smart hard-line 

graphic techniques. Surely, this was produced digitally 

(the entire printing paradigm has shifted completely 

at this point). But this really looks like what would 

have been considered a truly greAt piece of graphic 

design production and printing from 20-30 years ago. 

As a result it simply looks fresh. i guess i so miss the 

quality of good printing and the amazing things that 

only printing can do (as opposed to what a computer 

can do) that i fell in love with this piece.

the kingbrown Magazine is everything i like to see in 

print. A smart yet ambivalent execution, appearing 

to care and not to care at the same time. with perfect 

binding and printed beautifully, the uncoated cover 

and text are unassuming and humble. opening the 

cover reveals rich, inky pages balancing clean and 

gritty simultaneously. the influences are diverse 

and many, from Japanese fashion mags to vintage 

skate and punk zines. the layouts are trend-current, 

audience-focused, and well planned little pieces of eye 

joy. each page is equally captivating, appearing a bit 

diy if not for the expertly laid out content. the level 

of care and detail is applied similarly to everything in 

the kit. A sewn shipper envelope and cleverly insane 

fingerboard expertly executed in chip board complete 

the balance of this dynamic piece. these kids did  

not phone this one in. the work is inspired, fun, and 

immensely engaging. Bravo.

Full proJeCt  

Full proJeCt  

Page 70

Page 194

Judges’ picks
their fAvorite ProjeCts

10 / judges’ picks



invitation Honor by RoAndco studio for 
PRinTed BY PRooF7

Poster for dr. Helmut epp by dePaul university  
PRinTed BY RoHneR LeTTeRPRess

Brochure for Poznan Teatr Polski w Poznaniu by Yostudio 
printed By printing HouSe Moś i  ŁuczAk

Pum Lefebure

Brad Murph

DJ Stout

i was drawn to this project for a few reasons: 1) Pink 

on Pink; who does not love that. 2) the materials used 

took a lot of experimentation to get this look; it’s not 

easy to predict the result until you do it. it stood out 

from all the paper based designs we judged; you are 

just drawn to it and when you touch it—it feels like an 

event in the making. 3) The type is simple, but perfect 

for the project. it has great PoP and relates to what you 

might see at the actual fashion show. 4) Reminded me 

of a touch screen but in print.

The first thing that caught my attention was the 

amazingly fine letterpress detail. so much small type 

receiving such a delicate amount of ink, it took a lot 

of restraint to not over-ink. equally remarkable was 

the evenness of the inking and impression over such 

a large print area. clearly this was the work of a fine 

pressman with complete control of his press and an 

unwavering commitment to perfection. But what 

pushed this piece over the top for me was the smart 

design. upon learning the poster was commemorating  

the retirement of a beloved and gifted computer science  

professor, and that the type used in the design was 

ascii characters, i loved it even more.

i loved this little book because it seemed smart and 

lovingly cared for and even though the entire thing 

is in Polish (and i’m Texan) there seems to me to be 

a clear concept from front to back. The typography is 

classic but confident and the illustrative technique 

seems vintage (Bauhaus or dada) but contemporary 

and fresh at the same time. The designers have taken 

the typical existing imagery of actors and sets from 

theatrical productions and have transformed them into 

pure graphic joy through their own sheer will. The en-

tire book is printed only two-color but i give its creators 

a standing ovation for their stellar performance.

FuLL PRoJecT  

FuLL PRoJecT  

FuLL PRoJecT  

Page 162

Page 88

Page 40



Best of show

everybody in design loves a good gimmick—a good gimmick is worth 

a thousand words. This is a medium that communicates in ways noT 

provided by the written word. so, when a corny idea like a heat sensi-

tive material used to act as a metaphor for the “hands-on” experience 

of this company is used—it woRKs. sometimes the simplest idea—no 

matter how clichéd—can be the best idea. — Art chAntry

The Adris Annual Report by Bruketa & Zinic has earned every word 

of the title, Best of show. it is truly an example of the great things 

that can happen when a mix of clever concept, thoughtful design, 

and production prowess are in perfect synchronicity. This piece is 

really about the details. All of the design disciplines are expertly 

on display in this piece. masterfully set text is beautifully balanced 

against the simple and evocative illustrations. The brilliantly applied 

thermochromatic specialty ink, perfectly reinforces the concept that 

hands can change anything. even the blind stamping on the book’s 

edge showed great attention to detail. This is an exceptionally engag-

ing piece. — dAvid dodde

The craft on this project was amazing. it was super tactile and just 

had to be touched to really unlock all of the great things about it (heat 

sensitive inks, super heavy book, etc)—also the illustrations were very 

well done and really fresh feeling—not forced. every page was engag-

ing—even on a book that was sooooo many pages. — pum lefebure

This piece takes the traditional idea of the Annual Report and throws 

it out the window.  This is a finely bound book worthy of proud  

display on your living room shelf.  There is an interesting use of ther-

mal ink on the cover and some interior images which change color 

when heated by your hands, but what i find most captivating are the 

beautiful illustrations and handsome type and layout.  oh, and you 

can’t forget the title carved into the edge of the pages! — brAd murph

The Best of show Annual Report for the Adris Group blows my mind. 

i haven’t designed an annual report in years but i still do a lot of 

corporate work. The fact that an annual report, basically a piece of 

institutional print collateral, could make it through the corporate, 

design-by-committee approval process and still end up this beautiful 

and conceptually rich is remarkable. i have to hand it to Bruketa & 

Zinic and the Adris Group. — dj stout

Awarded to the project that stood out above all others, across all categories, for its integration  
of design and print production.

Book for Adris group by Bruketa & Žinić  
PRinTed BY ceRoVsKi  LTd

Full project on Page 18



i thought that interbrand’s world changing speaker series posters 

were an inventive and innovative approach to sustainability. The 

re-use of a single set of posters and adding additional impressions as 

the series progressed not only spoke to sustainability but, also was 

also symbolic of a larger concept—looking back on the building of 

knowledge. it was a unique blend of concept and execution. Kudos. 

— dAvid dodde

This poster series has a really interesting concept—reusing each 

event’s poster for the next event in the series. so clever! not only is 

it a great way to conserve resources, but it represents a cohesiveness 

within the event series and the layering of ideas and knowledge.  

— brAd murph

At first i didn’t know what to think about these large brown posters. 

They were kind of messy and disheveled from a design point of view, 

and the silkscreen printing was uneven and out of register. But when 

i looked closer it dawned on me that this was an additive poster 

series and what we were looking at was the cumulative effect of a 

half-dozen posters layered on top of one another. The content for  

each of six event posters was screened over the previous poster,  

symbolizing the accumulation of knowledge and the idea of change, 

as in “world changing.” it was also a sustainable approach because 

there were only six posters printed that performed double duty  

(actually they performed a sextet of purposes). Reams of paper didn’t 

end up in the dumpster at the conclusion of this event. in the end 

what won me over, and what always wins me over, is the fact that 

there was an original idea here. An actual idea—a concept. And that’s 

a rare and beautiful thing. — dj stout

Posters for speaker series by interbrand  
PRinTed BY inTeRBRAnd new YoRK

Full project on Page 158

sustainability
Awarded to the project  that ensured the best use of resources and consideration of its impact 
on the environment during production and after it has been used by its intended audience.



Radical Production

This is tour de force of hard handwork and binding skills. A master-

piece. — Art chAntry

The LeTTRes du HAVRe was the obvious choice for Radical Production  

due mainly to the insane amount of hand work needed to put together 

such an impressive piece of work. The use of two paper sizes, although 

not wholly original, was impressive to see at the 800 plus page scale. 

Production details also include a screen printed book jacket and hand 

sorted pages which are equally impressive. Éditions non standard 

may have created a new design language. — dAvid dodde

This was like 500 pages of crazy production, as well as, well designed/ 

paced that kept you wanting to flip the pages. The short sheet pages 

that created a textured tab-like effect was very chic. — pum lefebure

when i first thumbed through this book, i thought it was very 

interesting in the design and layout, with different sized sheets and 

different paper stock.  it’s beautiful to look at.  Then, when you think 

about technical production and find out that there were over 400 

pages with no signatures, you start to grasp the magnitude of the 

labor involved. — brAd murph

This was a beautiful, thoughtfully designed book but the difficult 

production exercise of interleaving short personal letters throughout 

the glossy pages of the book seems remarkably foolish to attempt–and 

super smart for its successful execution.  — dj stout

Awarded to the project that has done something new, unexpected, or out of the ordinary with  
a print method or finishing technique, pushing the boundaries of what can be achieved.

Book for/by Éditions non standard  
PRinTed BY LenoiRscHuRinG

Full project on Page 196



seemingly impossible to conceive (and even more difficult to repro-

duce on a reflective medium like printing), this piece manages to pull 

off something i never thought possible, much less even considered—

fiber optics! it’s a hot stamp on day-glo plastic material. That’s all! 

see how the edge of the plastic material catches the light and makes 

that edge virtually illuminate? well, the designer realized (somehow) 

that when you simply hot stamp onto the material, the typography 

and artwork Too would become a fiber optic transfer pontn for light. 

Just sitting on the table, this humble little piece of design literally 

scReAmed at you from across the room. it kept shouting, “pick me 

up! Pick me up!” All the judges kept going back to examine this more 

closely and wondering about it. i personally must have gone back 

and examined it a dozen times with wonder. i think this piece would 

have won the award for the “most fingerprints” (from fondling) in the 

show. — Art chAntry

This piece is radical for reasons completely opposite of our co-choice. 

This piece is ingenious due to its use of materials and process to achieve 

a novel and electric outcome. The use of two never before married 

materials—pink fluorescent vinyl and foil—make for an eye-popping 

execution. Applying heat to a heat averse material like vinyl is quite 

innovative. RoAndco studio have achieved a unique and energetic piece. 

— dAvid dodde

unexpected material and print method. i mean, if a designer came 

to me and said they wanted to foil stamp on vinyl, i would have 

laughed, said they were crazy, and doubted it could even be done. 

But here it is—foil stamp on vinyl, and the result is incredible. Playful 

and elegant. — brAd murph

invitation by RoAndco studio for Honor  
PRinTed BY PRooF7

Full project on Page 162

Two winners
Both projects on this spread were selected as co-winners for this special award.



69 oFFseT 30 43% 
 58 LeTTeRPRess 22 38%  
 43 siLKscReen 18 42%  
 15 FoiL sTAmP 5 33%  
 2 enGRAVinG 1 50%  
 2 THeRmoGRAPHY – – –   
 0 FLeXoGRAPHY – – –   
 13 diGiTAL 2 15%  
 0 inKJeT – – –  
 3 oTHeR 1 50%  
 4 VARnisHes 3 75%  
 0 BindinG – – –  
 4 LAseR 3 75%  
 2 die-cuTTinG – – –  
 62 miX 26 42%  

submissions

277
winners

111
AcceptAnce rAte 

40%

submissions data
what came in & what came out
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Biggest  
Print Run

Double- 
duty

21 
FRencH PAPeR

20 
moHAwK

14 
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13 
couGAR
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of Project

23 
seLF-PRomoTion 

16 
PosTeR

13 
BooK

11 
Business cARd

7 
BRocHuRe

6 
inViTATion

by A designer or firm

5 
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cHAPeL PRess
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Stock Brands

24 
PRoJecTs BoTH desiGned And PRoduced 

BY THe sAme desiGneR, FiRm, oR PRinTeR

Average  
Print Run
 2,61540,000 

BooK FoR newPAGe coRPoRATion BY FRoeTeR desiGn co. 

PosTeR/mAiLeR FoR sAPPi Fine PAPeR – noRTH AmeRicA BY dRess code

63%
sPoT

21%
cmYK+sPoT

16%
cmYK

winners data
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18 / offset
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

510 368 coVeR cmYK 

inTeRioR 1

silkscreen 

overall thermal  

Perfect bound sewn 

5.71 × 8.46 × 1.57 munken Pure, 150gr/m2 Best of show 

Best of category

printed by cerovski ltd

Book for Adris Group by Bruketa & Žinić

ApproAch And solution “Good things grow in good hands.” Adris Group is a company 

owned by its employees and that is one of the reasons for its growth despite the 

recession. Adris Group’s annual report titled “in good hands” reveals a green floral 

texture when exposed to the heat of the hands, thus metaphorically showing that 

hands can achieve whatever they want to. The specially calibrated thermo ink that 

was used on the cover was also used on internal illustrations.

production lessons one challenge was engraving the text “in good hands” on text 

block—it turned out to be pretty tricky until the proper settings for the machines 

were discovered. A big production problem was the chemical reaction between the 

material printed with offset technology and the one printed with thermo ink. most 

of the prints lightened to the extent that the color was too bright to perceive the 

floral texture. why it came to that is a mystery to this day. Printing was repeated 

and the amount required for publishing was fully achieved. 

Adris group d.d. is made up of two strategic business 

units: tobacco and tourism. The business strategy of 

Adris Group—to be first, better and different—is the basis 

on which their mission and vision statements were cre-

ated: further development of operations, and continued 

expansion on the national and regional markets in order 

to remain one of the leading regional companies. 

brief To display ten short personal stories in which 

workers/stockholders share their view of the past, 

present, and future of Adris Group and how the firm 

impacts their lives. 

More on page 12









22 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000 38 + cover 1 — Fold

8.5 × 11.125 × .375 newsprint, 34lb

printed by livingston enterprise

Booklet for David Peters by Arcadian Studio

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneRs And cReATiVe diRecToRs nathan Ross davis, nikki Romero / PHoToGRAPHeR And TYPoGRAPHic  iLLusTRAToR 

nikki Romero / wRiTeR (eXcePT FoR ARTisT sTATemenT)  matthew schwager / PRoducTion desiGneRs And ediToRs nathan Ross davis, nikki Romero, 

matt schwager

ApproAch And solution our client’s work has its own voice, but his process is 

intense and we felt that the ceramic pieces needed a narrative to make it more 

relevant for collectors of non-ceramic objects. we did not want a linear narrative to 

explain his work, but rather glimpses of the beauty and depth that goes into making 

each piece. For this project we produced our own content, including photographs, 

written word, and typographic illustrations. The booklet itself is layered and non-

traditional, allowing pages to be shifted and rearranged, giving viewers a chance to 

engage and make their own associations and interpretations.

production lessons initially our biggest conundrum was our small budget ($1,000) 

and lack of content. we wanted to make a sophisticated publication that wouldn’t 

look out of place in a contemporary art gallery. since we decided to design a 

nonlinear, nontraditional booklet, we found ourselves solving how to format this 

publication for a web-press, in a small town that mainly prints newspapers. our 

printer was amazing and tried to understand what we were doing. After long con-

versations and a few emails, he figured out how to get the ink in the right places. it 

was a great lesson and a really interesting publication to put together. 

dAvid peters is a ceramic artist who digs and processes 

his own clay. He carefully merges the historical and 

contemporary in his ceramic objects. david uses cAd-

cAm processes for sketching, planning, and developing 

forms which are fired in his hand built wood-fire kiln 

in Bozeman, mT.

brief The client requested a publication for his m.F.A. 

exhibition and something he could also send to his 

gallery that would give collectors some access to his 

production process. He felt that his work would be 

more valuable if collectors understood the physically-

demanding and time-intensive processes he uses to 

create his work.





24 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

700 84 + cover 2 coVeR Foil stamp Perfect bound

4 × 5.5 × 2.7 coVeR Antalis Keaykolour embossed, Black,  

300gr/m2  

inTeRioR munken Print 15, 100gr/m2

printed by printing house moś i ŁuczAk

Brochure for Poznan Teatr Polski W Poznaniu  
by YoStudio

ApproAch And solution This program was inspired by a prayer book from the early 

twentieth century. As in the play, the program mixes the sacred with the profane 

using a torn picture of Polish society in a cultural and religious context.

production lessons The biggest challenge was to find a balance within the mixture 

of the profane and the sacred as placed in cultural and religious contexts. 

poznAn teAtr polski w poznAniu is a modern and  

open to new ideas theatre that cultivates the best  

theatrical traditions. Two distinct trends that identify 

its artistic profile is a reinterpretation of Polish 

classics and others from around the world, and the 

implementation of modern drama.

brief my assignment was to design a program for 

the “eternal April.” it constitutes an artistic frame 

for the play “eternal April” by Jaroslaw Jakubowski, 

directed by Agnieszka Korytkowiej-mazur. 









28 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  binding  dimensions  

rAnk  Add. techniques  pAper stock  

3,000 68 + 4p flysheets  

+ 4p cover

cmYK + 5 Perfect bound 9.5 × 13

Reticulating 

dull/gloss strikethrough 

satin, soft touch, and glitter uV varnishes

sappi opus, Gloss, 120lb cover 

sappi opus, Gloss, 80lb cover 

neenah oxford uV/ultra ii, Translucent, 28lb

printed by clAssic color

Brochure for Holly Hunt by Thirst/3st

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR Rick Valicenti / desiGneRs Rick Valicenti, Robyn Paprocki / PHoToGRAPHeR Tom Vack / iLLusTRAToRs  

John Pobojewski, cameron Brand

ApproAch And solution our approach is always aiming towards sublime design, 

expressed through lovely typography.

production lessons marry the right paper with the right process and it will always 

look right. 

holly hunt is known for a look that is consistently at 

the forefront of style and quality, and their showrooms 

and collections lead the industry in luxury home 

furnishings. The company designs, produces, and 

showcases custom made products including indoor and 

outdoor furniture, lighting, rugs, textiles, and leathers. 

brief Holly Hunt wanted to create a keepsake brochure 

that would demonstrate the new direction of her brand. 

At the beginning of the process, Holly made mention 

that “the aliens have landed and they are pretty.”

More on page 184
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 — 1 

2

— —

23.38 × 33.11 mohawk superfine, 100lb text

printed by Allied printing 

Poster for Fashion Institute of Technology  
by Piscatello Design Centre

AdditionAl design credits  JAKe BARTon And JuLiA HoFFmAnn PosTeRs:  desiGneR Rocco Piscatello / JessicA HiscHe PosTeR:  desiGneR Rocco Piscatello / 

TYPoGRAPHeR Jessica Hische

ApproAch And solution Jake Barton: By creating a linear line to form the “J” in the 

composition i was able to simultaneously communicate Jake’s work in the built 

environment and combine his initials into one form. 
 

Julia Hoffmann: originally just a “J”, i found a door in the “H” form that allows the 

viewer to enter the exhibition spaces. The poster is printed with two tones of dif-

ferent reds inside the “J” letterform, representing the creation and disappearance of 

Hoffmann’s exhibition work for momA.  
 

Jessica Hische: This poster is very powerful and direct—just like Jessica Hische. All 

the typography inside the “J” was created by Jessica.

production lessons when using metallic inks, specifying a coated sheet is prefer-

able. All other posters in the series are printed on uncoated, mohawk superfine. 

the visiting Artist progrAm At the fAshion institute 

of technology is an ongoing lecture series that  

brings distinguished designers together with students, 

faculty, and design professionals in a public forum.

brief create a series of posters that would a) an-

nounce the speaker, b) establish a program identity, 

and c) acknowledge, not copy the speakers’ work.





32 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,500 68 + cover cmYK — saddle-stitched  

with rubber band

8.75 × 11 coVeR mohawk Via, Vellum, cool white, 80lb 

inTeRioR mohawk Via, Vellum, cool white, 70lb

printed by AdvAnced printing

Magazine for Self-promotion by Interbrand

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR chris campbell / desiGn diRecToR Alan Lum / senioR desiGneR Ross clugston / desiGneRs meg  

Beckum, Jessica Vernick / PHoToGRAPHeR And ReToucHeR dave Todd  AdditionAl production credits  BindinG Abby Bindery / erik wicker / cris-

tina Russo / miguel Rivera / diRecTion Terry Kerr

ApproAch And solution The goal of The digital issue, specifically, was to showcase 

the most inspiring thinking in digital printing, but the challenge was to do so in 

a way that was unexpected, true to iQ’s print tradition, and creatively answer the 

question, “why did you print the digital issue?” creating The digital issue pushed 

the boundaries of iQ further than ever before. 72 pages, every word handcrafted—

either hand-drawn or typed on analog typewriters. This engaging, physical brand 

experience embodies our digital point of view.

production lessons we used flatbed scanners after discovering our two-day 

photo shoot was not a success. Flatbed scans gave us consistent detail, shadows, 

and greater depth of field. Typesetting the 68-page document with two typewriters 

was nothing short of torture. Proofreading in situ was a challenge as re-typing and 

re-shooting were the only forms of correction. 35 high-resolution scans meant our 

document file size presented further printing hurdles. 

interbrAnd new york is wide and diverse. strategists 

to designers, marketers to financial managers. They 

are music junkies, foodies, and from all corners of the 

globe. each department is isolated by their responsi-

bilities to their clients and vendors, but joined together 

by a common love for brands.

brief “iQ” is a print platform devoted to new thinking 

in the field of branding. For The digital issue, we 

needed to create an edition that accurately expressed 

and supported the client’s digital point of view in 

a way that would appeal to c-suite executives, new 

clients, and employees.





34 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 56 cmYK matt plastification Glue

8.66 × 7.87 × 2.13 magno satin, 150gr/m2

printed by cerovski ltd

Book for Atlantic Group  
by Imago Advertising Agency

ApproAch And solution whilst creating this company overview in our agency, we 

only tried to capture this life-long determination to growth through their energy and 

attitude towards the future (and have some fun in the process).

production lessons challenges and problems were present in every step of pro-

duction. The first problem was how to glue pages without warping from the glue. The 

first top page was splitting because it was dragged by the canvas from the spine, 

and that was not supposed to happen. Also, the method of painting the pages of 

the book needed to to be learned. in the end, we learned lots of new things—but we 

can’t say we would benefit significantly if we knew them before the project started 

because we didn’t have that many mistakes on this project. 

AtlAntic group is one of the largest companies in 

the food industry in southeastern europe. even in 

these challenging times, after a series of successful 

acquisitions accompanied by organic growth, they are 

determined in their intention that their organization, 

market, brands, and people grow, not only to fit the 

world, but to make the most of it. As a company and 

as people they grow together. And indeed they grow—

figures don’t lie!

brief The client wanted a book that symbolizes 

Atlantic Group’s business vision as follows: “we have 

grown by imagining, discovering, learning, by doing 

everything that makes us the best possible version of 

us that we can be, trying not just to go through life but 

grow through life.”
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

700 192 cmYK — Perfect bound sewn

6.3 × 9.05 × 94 Arctic Volume, white, 130gr/m2

printed by cerovski ltd

Book for The Croatian Academy Glyptotheque  
by Bruketa & Žinić

ApproAch And solution The purpose of this book is to get better insight into the 

historical and cultural evolution of smoking. The book has an imitation cigarette  

on its open spine which, along with some other details, makes it special. The paper 

we selected is reminiscent of tobacco leaves with its texture. with details like this we 

successfully satisfied the client, and the target audience.

production lessons since we are very familiar with this kind of special spine we 

didn’t encounter major difficulties in production. 

the croAtiAn AcAdemy glyptotheque is an art 

institution in Zagreb with several galleries, hosting a 

permanent exhibition as well as occasional ones. it is 

a part of the croatian Academy of sciences and Arts.

brief culture of smoking is a monograph that follows 

the exhibition of the same name in Zagreb. despite 

this function, the book is also conceived as an 

independent publication for anyone who wants to get 

insight in the historical and cultural evolution of the 

controversial phenomenon that smoking is.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 152 + cover 2 coVeR Foil stamp exposed section sewn 

(coptic binding)

4.7 × 7.4 × 6 coVeR Antalis Pop set, Black, 320gr/m2 

inTeRioR munken Print, cream 15, 100gr/m2

printed by printing house moś i ŁuczAk

Brochure for Poznan Teatr Polski W Poznaniu  
by YoStudio

ApproAch And solution The client asked for a print in a modern form, which will 

show in a sophisticated manner the dangerous, dirty, and wild nature of man in the 

context of the surrounding world of nature and science.

production lessons The biggest challenge was to obtain the effect of a time-lapse 

animation. each side of the brochure is a single frame of animation. while quickly 

leafing through the pages, the image is moving. Another challenge was getting the 

inscription on the spine to print. 

poznAn teAtr polski w poznAniu is a modern and 

open to new ideas theatre that cultivates the best 

theatrical traditions.Two distinct trends that identify 

its artistic profile is a reinterpretation of Polish 

classics and others from around the world, and the 

implementation of modern drama.

brief my assignment was to design a program for the 

theatre contemporary drama, referring to the Polish 

classical piece “Balladyna.” 

More on page 11









44 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  binding  dimensions  

rAnk  Add. techniques  pAper stock  

3,000 40 + 4p cover cmYK + 4 Perfect bound 8 × 12

strikethrough dull 

Glitter coating 

Reticulating 

Pearl and gloss uV varnishes

sappi opus, Gloss, 80lb and 120lb cover 

sappi opus, Gloss, 100lb text

printed by clAssic color

Brochure for Maya Romanoff by Thirst/3st

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR And desiGneR Rick Valicenti

ApproAch And solution our approach is always aiming towards sublime design, 

expressed through lovely typography.

production lessons marry the right paper with the right process and it will always 

look right. 

mAyA romAnoff is a leading manufacturer of innovative 

wall coverings and surfacing materials in the world 

of design.

brief This is essentially a brochure about a rather 

small factory in a northern suburb of chicago, iL. The 

maya Romanoff working environment is clean and 

eco-friendly. The employees are dedicated to making 

and designing the finest crafted wall coverings in  

the world. in response, the brochure needed to tell the 

story of their factory.

More on page 186





46 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000 24 + cover cmYK + 1 — saddle-stitched

8.25 × 8.25 cougar smooth, opaque, 80lb cover 

cougar smooth, opaque, 70lb text

printed by clAssic color

Mail Catalog for/by Wright

AdditionAl design credits  Jennifer mahanay, Annaka olsen / PHoToGRAPHeR devin ehrenfried

ApproAch And solution with this mailer our designers styled all of the photography 

in-house, juxtaposing artworks, furniture, and unique objects. Playful typography— 

the chicago-designed Harriet font family by okay fonts—was layered with our colorful 

photographs. mailed in a clear envelope with a simple square label, viewers were 

confronted with the content at first glance. 

production lessons we worked with our printer to choose a size and paper that 

would keep this booklet affordable. Full-bleed images printed with high definition inks 

and an unassuming saddle-stitched binding keep this work all about the photography. 

wright is a chicago, iL-based auction house special-

izing in modern and contemporary art and design. 

Auctions are meticulously curated across the spectrum 

of twentieth and twenty-first century design. 

brief This catalog was created to promote wright’s 

online marketplace: wright-now.com. The saddle-

stitched booklet showcases the design available for 

purchase on wright now, is budget friendly, and 

directs new clientele to the site.





48 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000 64 + cover coVeR cmYK + 3 

end PAGes 1 

inTeRioR cmYK + 1

inTeRioR spot 

custom-mix of gloss 

and satin varnish

Perfect bound

10.75 × 10.75 coVeR stardream, Bronze, 105lb cover 

neenah classic crest, epic Black, dTc 

end sHeeTs stardream, Bronze, 81lb text 

inTeRioR scheufelen, Heaven 42, soft dull, 100lb text

printed by grAphic Arts studio

Catalog for/by Wright

AdditionAl design credits  Jennifer mahanay, Annaka 

olsen / PHoToGRAPHeRs devin ehrenfried, Ross Floyd

ApproAch And solution A large square format was chosen so that the monumental 

sculptures could be illustrated with gusto. metallic sheets reflected the materials 

Bertoia used for the sonambient sculptures. A custom-mix of gloss and satin varnish 

was created by our printer to set off the photos just right. The Heaven 42 body stock 

is cool and smooth, printing our fine-detailed photographs with ease. For the cover, 

two passes through the press enabled us to demonstrate the metallic nature of the 

works, finishing with a bold black foil, abbreviating the title to simply: Bertoia.

production lessons As an alternative to doing a casebound book, we worked with 

Graphic Arts studio to create a duplex cover for added bulk. Being a large square 

format—we wanted to avoid floppiness, while also not going too thick, which could 

cause separation in the gluing of cover and body. The cover stock’s metallic finish 

served the sculptures well. Printed in two passes: first with two hits of white and al-

lowed to dry, and a second pass with five colors—the printer balanced the densities 

just enough to allow some of the metallic sheet to come through, while providing 

enough base to get dimension in the five-color pass. 

wright is a chicago, iL-based auction house special-

izing in modern and contemporary art and design. 

Auctions are meticulously curated across the spectrum 

of twentieth and twenty-first century design. 

brief This book was created to showcase a collection 

of iconic Harry Bertoia sonambient sculptures from The 

standard oil commission’s monumental installation in 

chicago. wright’s own history of promoting the works 

of Harry Bertoia required that the book thoughtfully 

represent the pieces with authority.





50 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

600 — 2 — —

3.54 × 2.16 concept Radiance, 352gr/m2

printed by tAylor’d press

Business Card for LOV by Principle Design

AdditionAl design credits  sash Fernando, dave morony, Jess mcGeachin, melanie stow  AdditionAl production credits  irwin & mcLaren

ApproAch And solution we created an identity that captures the bold yet feminine 

characteristics of LoV. desirable and strong, the brand is coupled with classically 

beautiful black and white photography. 

production lessons The challenge for this project was to maintain the height of 

the blind emboss when impressing both sides of the duplexed stock together. The 

risk when duplexing the stocks together was the blind emboss being flattened from 

the pressure of impressing them together. our solution was creating a template to sit 

between the cards and plate to protect the emboss. 
 

The duplex allowed us to create the height and finishing of the blind emboss. in 

order to disguise the edge of the duplex finish and to bring in the brand’s key color, 

we decided to use edging on the final card. 

lov is an online retail space encompassing the highest 

quality cosmetics and beauty products. 

brief The client required a business card design that 

encompassed the brand’s values and the same level  

of high quality as reflected in the visual language of 

the other brand touchpoints.





52 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

Business sYsTem 500 

HosTess cARds 2,500 

coAsTeRs 4,000

— cmYK + 2 — —

Various mohawk superfine, 70lb 

mohawk superfine, 130lb 

strathmore, 3-ply, 88lb

printed by high roAd press

Identity Materials for MC Kitchen  
by OCD | The Original Champions of Design

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToRs Jennifer Kinon, Bobby c. martin Jr. / desiGneRs Jennifer Kinon, Bobby c. martin Jr., Jeff close, Joe 

Finocchiaro / PHoToGRAPHeR Ari Burling

ApproAch And solution The sharp Verlag contrasts the colloquial Rockwell and the 

hand-drawn monogram. The color palette is white and warm gray with yellow. And 

that’s it. The tool kit is simple and straightforward. The graphic language is entirely 

typographic. And the color balance bravely walks the miami/italian line. Phase one 

deliverables included menu books and menus, takeaway bags, coasters, corporate 

stationery, web layout, and uniforms. ongoing work includes expansion to market, 

signage, and collateral. it all drives forward to bringtd with the modern/kitchen in 

miami/italy.

production lessons even the impossible is possible. Aligning the “dipped” enve-

lope had to be precise and it was. 

mc kitchen opened in the miami, FL, design district in 

november 2012. chef dena marino and partner Brandy 

coletta serve up modern italian organic food that is 

rich, fresh, and delicious. The high-end restaurant is 

flanked by mercato, an italian-inspired marketplace 

bringing freshly-made gourmet items to-go.

brief The restaurant space is buttressed by Flos, Vitra, 

and Alessi. it is modern, high-end, and polished but  

its heart is an enormous and very busy open kitchen.  

mc Kitchen is driven by contrast: miami/italian, 

refined/rustic, modern/kitchen. The identity system 

had to walk that same line.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

40,000 80 + 6p cover 8/8 dull and gloss  

uV varnishes

Perfect bound

6.75 × 8.5 sterling Premium, Gloss, dull, and matte, 100lb 

cover and text

printed by clAssic color

Book for NewPage Corporation  
by Froeter Design Co.

AdditionAl design credits  Titling shifters / desiGneRs Kyle strace, chris Froeter / cReATiVe diRecToR chris Froeter / PHoToGRAPHeR And  

VideoGRAPHeR Jeff sciortino / wRiTeR Ted stoik

ApproAch And solution “shifters” is a supporting print promotion to the sterling 

Premium “shift Your Thinking” launch that challenged the way we value and select 

coated paper today. “shifters” is a view into four companies that each go against 

the grain, question the status quo, and create a unique path. They’re an example for 

us all. They’re not afraid of change. They seek it and thrive on it. Through Layar, an 

augmented reality app for mobile devices, we’ve linked four videos throughout the 

piece to further enrich the content and promote paper’s relevance.

production lessons The stepped sections proved to be challenging when we got to 

the lay flat bindery portion of the job. it was a challenge to get the sections to drop 

completely and align evenly. we were pushing the equipment a bit. not sure how we 

would change it going forward aside from altering the design. 

newpAge corporAtion is a leading producer of printing 

and specialty papers in north America. newPage owns 

paper mills in Kentucky, maine, maryland, michigan, 

minnesota, and wisconsin. These mills have an annual 

production capacity of approximately 3.5 million tons 

of paper.

brief challenge the customer to think differently 

about their paper choices and selection. old assump-

tions are prevalent in the paper industry. now is the 

time for a shift. The economy has changed the way  

we think about paper and printing. in a digital world 

of communications it shows prints value and relevance.





56 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

300 — 5 — —

16.5 × 11.7 Local recycled paper, 90gr/m2

printed by bizAroob

Wedding Invitation Card for/by BiZAROOB

AdditionAl design credits  Ramy sader, chantal Harb

ApproAch And solution A wedding invitation card, which reflects the spirit of the 

event. Both ceremony and reception took place on a sunday at the beach. since the 

wedding was unconventional we needed to find a simple and straightforward way 

to explain to the guests the location, time and date, weather, and dress code. Guests 

receive a folded card, an origami letter. To read all the information the card contains, 

guests have to gradually open the card. we added a timeline, at the bottom of the 

card, to explain to the guests how the day will unfold. we used vernacular Arabic to 

emphasize some more that the wedding is a casual one. we adapted the design of 

the card to a website, ramywchantal.com, where people can check the exact location, 

confirm their attendance, and submit their shoe sizes (for the flip-flop gift).

production lessons The biggest dilemma we faced was with the production of the 

card. since we preferred to print on locally-made, Lebanese, recycled paper, every 

time the printer added a layer of color, the paper would alter in size, which would 

make it extremely difficult to add the next layer of color.

chAntAl hArb is a graphic designer with a passion for 

print and Ramy sader is a multimedia engineer with a 

passion for digital media solutions.

brief A casual and creative wedding invitation card. 





58 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,000 per sheet (x8) — 5 — —

19 × 25 cougar, Bright white, 70lb text

printed by bAltimore color plAte

Wrapping Papers for Self-promotion  
by Orange Element

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneRs Aaron moore, Andy Bonner, nicolette cornelius, dave colson, Kuoting Lian, neal shaffer, caroline moore

ApproAch And solution our intent was to create a series of non-denominational 

wrapping papers, appropriate for any occasion. each member of the orange ele-

ment team designed his or her own artwork and unified them with a common 

color palette. 

production lessons we faced several challenges when printing the eight sheets. 

First, we had to decide upon an overall order for which the five spot colors would 

be printed that would accommodate each of the eight sheets’ design requirements 

without disturbing the intended look of the artwork. once on press, we encountered 

some issues with ink densities—due to the laying of several spot colors on top of 

one another—as well as odd ghosting on the outer edges on two of the sheets. Both 

issues were fixed by subtly tweaking on press and only held us up for a few hours. 

orAnge element located in Baltimore, md, is a creative 

branding agency that offers a broad spectrum of 

services, from campaigns, and brand strategy, to print, 

web, and identity design.

brief we aimed to create a custom gift that could be 

given out to our clients, friends, and families in appre-

ciation of their support over our first ten years. 





60 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 — 3/3 FRonT uV  

spot varnish

—

27.55 × 39.37 Arctic Volume, white, 150gr/m2

printed by zwAAn print mediA

Poster for Self-promotion by CLEVER°FRANKE

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToRs Thomas clever, Gert Franke / desiGneR And RendeReR Jonas Groot Kormelink / dATA AnALYisT  

wilco Tomassen

ApproAch And solution For our annual weather chart we examined the global 

weather data measured by ±30,000 weather stations over the past 50 years. The 

total of 736,995,534 global measurements were gathered by the national climatic 

data center. Among other things, we found djibouti, located in east Africa, to be 

the hottest country in the world with an average temperature of 30.4°c / 86.8°F. The 

wettest country in the world is French Guyana with an average rainfall of 6.6 mm 

per day. The worldwide average of these weather elements over the past 50 years 

were 10.9°c / 51.7°F.

production lessons To cure the uV spot ink it is exposed to a huge amount of  

uV-light, this affected the magenta fluorine Pms color (it became lighter). we were 

not aware that this would happen. 

clever°frAnke is a design agency focused on informa-

tion and data visualization. inspired by our clients 

brand values we create innovative design solutions 

for complex problems. 

brief create a poster that shows what we can do with 

data visualization. show what the weather was last 

year and place it within “some kind of” context.





62 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 each — 4 Aqueous varnish Business cARd  

Hand glued

LeTTeRHeAd 8.5 × 11 

enVeLoPe 4.125 × 9.5 

cARd (FLAT)  2.75 × 6.41

cARd domtar, cougar cover, smooth, 65lb 

LeTTeRHeAd domtar, cougar cover, smooth, 80lb

printed by recycled pAper printing, inc.

Stationery for Blue Ridge Foundation by Hyperakt

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToRs Julia Vakser Zeltser, deroy Peraza / cReATiVe diRecToR And desiGneR Josh smith / desiGneRs  

margaux Le Pierres, Rui Rideiro / desiGneR And codeR wen Ping Huang

ApproAch And solution The client knew that in order to be credible in the tech-

startup and social entrepreneurship sphere their brand would need to become more 

outward-facing and innovative. we needed to negotiate between appealing to a 

new, youthful, technology-centered audience, while still remaining authentic to 

the foundation’s history. The three-dimensional cube visualizes Blue Ridge as an 

incubator space. The logo communicates building blocks, as the client helps new 

organizations build a solid foundation.

production lessons one important production lesson learned from this job  

was to leave areas that required glueing without any ink. Glue sticks best when  

on virgin paper. 

blue ridge foundAtion helps startups—new busi-

nesses with a mission to make a difference—become 

successful organizations. They provide money, expertise, 

and office space, helping to transition great ideas into 

meaningful impact. For 20 years they’ve helped launch 

socially conscious initiatives.

brief Recently, their focus has shifted towards 

technology-centered ideas, and they reached out to us 

to help them communicate with their new audience.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

6,500 64 + 6p cover coVeR 2 

inTeRioR cmYK

Aqueous varnish Perfect bound, PuR

8.26 × 10.82 × .27 coVeR Tintoretto ceylon, crystal salt, 350gr/m2 

PAGes 1 - 16  Tintoretto ceylon, crystal salt, 140gr/m2 

PAGes 17-32  old mill, Bianco, 130gr/m2 

PAGes 33-48 sirio Pearl, ice white, 125gr/m2 

PAGes 49-64 constellation Jade, e21 silk, 115gr/m2

printed by centurion print

Threaded Magazine by Threaded Media Limited

AdditionAl design credits  ediToR Fiona Grieve / LeAd desiGneR Kyra clarke / cReATiVe diRecToRs Kyra clarke, Fiona Grieve / coVeR GATeFoLd 

desiGneRs Kathy Barry and Threaded magazine / GuesT desiGneRs And cReATiVe conTRiBuToRs nick Baillie, sarah Gladwell, daniel davis / sTudio 

sHowcAses Aortica magazine, equilibrium design, Hellicar&Lewis, Kathy Barry, Kiel Johnson / coPYwRiTeR scott Alexander Young / PRooF-ReAdeR 

All About words  AdditionAl production credits  PAPeR suPPLieRs Fedrigoni / spicers

ApproAch And solution each issue is underpinned by an editorial theme that 

influences the structure and design whilst book-ending a diverse range of profiles. 

ed.13 imbues a high level of craft focus and production outcomes as an accessible 

way to disseminate insight.

production lessons The 64-page inside section of ed.13 was printed on the first 

H-uV powered GL Komori Lithrone G4 press installed in new Zealand. However, this 

edition’s 6-page cover section had to be switched to a different offset press as the 

fluorescent ink was not available for this press. Because the alternative press did not 

have the oxidizing inks the G40 did we experienced blotching, ink rubbing, and set-

ting off on the solid areas of the cover section during make-ready stages. By allowing 

extra drying time we achieved the beautiful solid vibrant cover color seen in ed.13. 

threAded is a small independent design studio estab-

lished in 2007. we are a studio of two halves based in 

Auckland, new Zealand, with a focus on client-based 

projects plus our ongoing editorial design project, 

Threaded magazine. 

brief Threaded is a bi-annual international design 

magazine which facilitates a dialogue across a range of 

creative disciplines and bridges the gap between estab-

lished and emerging practice —focused on advancing 

production qualities and inviting featured practitioners 

to become part of a collaborative, creative eco-system. 





66 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

5,000 each size — cmYK Blind emboss —

smALL 3.11 × 2.20 × .98 

LARGe 3.74 × 2.55 × .98

KartoKraft, custom Kote, 290gr/m2

printed by pAcko gmbh & co. kg

Packaging for joveg by FABULOUSdesign

ApproAch And solution The soapboxes attract through their simplicity, the mate-

rial value, and its refinement. The brand logo is clearly stamped on the frontside, 

equally positioned to the soap itself. The labels, running around the boxes are 

color-coded based on the ingredients—so it is easy for the consumer to decide which 

soap should be used. Also the larger typography used for “wow!” and “YeHA!” help 

separate the dog products from the horse cleaners. 

production lessons The big challenge was to create a package design which was 

simple for daily use and cool looking as well. what i learned was that good design 

really works with less. Keeping it simple is the most sophisticated thing to do and 

that production can be quite tricky once in a while. 

joveg stands for “just oil and vegetables”. so this 

beauty concept for dogs and horses, contains only 

natural ingredients and is produced and marketed in 

Germany as well. 

brief Beside the corporate design development 

—including the company’s logo and printing appear-

ance—the project focus was on the packaging. Being 

environmentally-friendly, trendy, and easy to handle 

for daily use became the main attributes to achieve.





68 / offset

quAntity produced  

pAge count  

number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  

pAper stock  

3,000

112 + cover

coVeR,  TeXT PAGes, 

And sHoRT sHeeTs 

cmYK 

cLeAR AceTATe 

sHeeTs 6 

FinAnciAL secTion 1 

coVeR overall  

gloss varnish 

inTeRioR spot gloss 

varnish and tinted 

dull varnish

Perfect bound 9 × 12.25

coVeR utopia, u1X silk, 100lb cover 

inTeRioR PAGes And sHoRT sHeeTs utopia u1X silk, 

100lb text 

cLeAR sHeeTs 5 mil clear Acetate 

FinAnciALs mohawk Loop, smooth, Restful Blue, 

80lb text

printed by digitAl color concepts

Annual Report for SL Green Realty Corp.  
by OTTO NY

ApproAch And solution The sL Green annual report is a celebration of a fifteen-

year strategy that has proven to be on target. The company’s fundamental focus 

on acquiring and developing properties in the most desired locations is at the core 

of the message. when investors fully understand this strategy, sL Green’s success 

speaks for itself. The key was not to simply rest on past performance, but to dem-

onstrate the strength of an investment in nYc real estate, now and in the future. To 

do this, we coupled a view of the last 15 years with a section focused on the future 

growth areas for the city and how sL Green is actively planning for it.

production lessons selling the idea of transparent pages was difficult enough—

we used flat printouts and an old world Book encyclopedia to convey our concept. 

Finding, testing, printing, and binding acetate sheets was a lesson in and of itself. 

The take-away: leave lots of time for production and even more for the bindery! 

sl green reAlty corp., new York, nY’s largest office 

landlord, is the only fully integrated real estate 

investment trust, or ReiT, that is focused primarily 

on acquiring, managing, and maximizing value of 

manhattan commercial properties.

brief we were commissioned to develop an annual 

report concept that helped celebrate sL Green’s fifteenth 

anniversary as a public company. our goal was to create 

an investor story that helped demonstrate the strategy 

for sL Green to become nYc’s preeminent commercial 

real estate company today and well into the future.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 32 + cover coVeR 1 

inTeRioR cmYK

— saddle-stitched

6.25 × 9.25 cougar, opaque 

Glama

printed by fAulkenberg printing

Booklet for Self-promotion  
by Commercial Artisan

ApproAch And solution our purpose is to document the lives and work of design 

figures from indiana that we feel haven’t received the recognition they deserve. 

we’re exploring regional design history via this irregularly produced publication. 

we have published five issues that showcase graphic, product, and building design. 

it is our goal to continue to collect and share these stories as long as we’re able to 

find them.

production lessons The production of this piece is fairly straightforward, but i 

wish i had been cautioned to select a different size. our 6.25 x 9.25-inch size is an 

awkward fit for the sheet size our printer can utilize. if we had scaled the piece 

down to 6 x 9-inch, we would have been able to include more pages per sheet and 

thereby get a bigger publication for our money. 

commerciAl ArtisAn (indianapolis, in) is the graphic 

design studio of brothers James and Jon sholly.  

commercial Article is their offshoot publication. They 

are a traditional, print-based studio that focuses on 

work for arts organizations, not-for-profits, foundations, 

and schools. 

brief commercial Article is an ongoing publication 

that explores the lives and work of lesser known 

design figures from indiana. This issue spotlights an 

architect/architectural renderer named Leslie Ayers, 

who brought tremendous style to his projects, many of 

which no longer exist outside of his drawing archive.

More on page 10
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

40,000 — cmYK + 2 — —

enVeLoPe 9.5 × 13.25 

PosTeR 27 × 39

sappi mccoy, silk, 80lb text

printed by clAssic color

Poster/Mailer for Sappi Fine Paper – North  
America by Dress Code

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR wes Kull 

ApproAch And solution ideas that matter is an annual grant program and sappi 

redesigns the application materials each year to keep it fresh. The goal is to grab 

designers’ attention so we pushed this concept by using fluorescent envelopes and a 

large poster with simple, eye-catching infographics that people would want to hang 

on their office bulletin boards. conveying our new tagline, “Good ideas inspire people 

to take action, great ideas change the world” the design displays a matrix of causes.

production lessons There were several objectives: a) grab attention to call for 

entries, b) provide information about applying, and c) design materials that explain 

the program in an inspiring way. using eye-popping color was important but had to 

be used in moderation, which is why we used a silver to ground the color. Also, the 

poster had to be informational, without losing its aesthetic appeal, so simplification 

of graphics and the matrix was key. 

sAppi’s ideAs thAt mAtter program is a non-profit 

annual design grant aimed at helping designers create 

and implement print projects for charitable causes. 

individual designers, design firms, agencies, in-house 

corporate designers, and individual design firms are 

encouraged to apply. 

brief Sappi created a uniquely eye-catching fluorescent 

envelope mailer that conceals an ideas that matter 

grant application, which also doubles as an oversized, 

limited-edition poster. The metallic poster highlights 

a variety of causes that designers can apply their 

talents to help solve in the world.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,000 35 1 — saddle-stitched

16.5 × 11.7 K.w.doggett, Terra Yellow, 250gr/m2 cover  

K.w.doggett, Terra Yellow, 110gr/m2 text

printed by green And gold printing

Annual Report for OzHarvest by Frost*

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Vince Frost / desiGn diRecToR carlo Giannasca / desiGneRs Vince Frost, Adit wardhana / AccounT 

mAnAGeR Angela moscoso  AdditionAl production credits  Adrian Blessington

ApproAch And solution in the report data is presented as infographics with bold 

pull out quotes and, in an echo of the new identity, text is shown as typographic 

motifs. in an effort to keep the project as economical as possible, we endeavored 

to minimize print cost substantially by designing the document using only black 

and expressing the brand colors through the use of a bright yellow paper stock. The 

result is fluid combination of both functionality and fun.

production lessons Trying to get the right amount of ink to give enough impact on 

thin paper without it become overpowering on the other side of the paper was  

a challenge. 

ozhArvest is an Australian, non-denominational  

charity that rescues and redistributes excess food— 

which would otherwise be discarded—to the homeless.

brief Frost* and droga5 collaborated to create a brand 

refresh for the charity. A key component of the brand 

refresh was the roll out of the first major application 

of the new branding, with the creation of a visually 

impactful annual report.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 174 cmYK + 1 digital printing Perfect bound

8 × 10 mohawk options, 100%Pc white, 100lb text

printed by clAssic color

Book for The Society of Typographic Arts by Plural

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneRs Renata Graw, Jeremiah chiu, Alexa Viscius

ApproAch And solution Archive competitions focus on highlighting chicago design 

and typography. Archive12’s theme was based on transparency and clarity. The theme 

showcased prominent chicago typographers and typefaces through formal explora-

tions, combining a mix of 18 typefaces—created over the last century—overlaying 

letterforms to create new compositions. 

production lessons in concept, the biggest challenge was developing a theme that 

appropriately showcased the competition. creating clarity was the utmost priority. 

classic color is absolutely the best printer. we were fortunate to have paper and print-

ing donated, so the limitations really relied on us not over-exploiting the generous 

donations, though we certainly pushed the limits of what they were donating. Part 

of the book is printed digitally, and classic color used their expertise in matching the 

spot colors with cmYK to a point where it is basically undetectable. mad Props. 

the society of typogrAphic Arts serves as the driving 

force in chicago, iL, design by presenting a diverse 

schedule of programming, sponsoring several design 

organizations and events, and hosting the chicago 

design Archive—a collection of significant work from 

the city. 

brief sTA approached us to develop the Archive12 

identity system and collateral. each year, designers 

develop the identity system and theme in addition to 

the formats for the collateral. 





78 / offset

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000 128 + cover coVeR 3 

inTeRioR cmYK + 1

— Perfect bound

8.25 × 10.75 coVeR epic, Black Linen, dTc 

inTeRioR cougar, super smooth opaque, 100lb text 

Lotus expressions, 80lb text

printed by clAssic color

Catalog for/by Wright

AdditionAl design credits  Jennifer mahanay, Annaka olsen / PHoToGRAPHeRs devin ehrenfried, Ross Floyd

ApproAch And solution To distinguish this collection, the catalog is printed on 

uncoated paper using high-definition uV inks—with the historic essays and a gold 

Pms for the italian translation on an uncoated green stock in the first signature of 

the perfect bound book. Thoughtful photography planning of the collection and the 

inclusion of historical images, text, and customized captions complete the styling 

of the layouts. creating a minimal pattern based on Ponti’s furniture for the cover 

artwork contextualized the book within the mid-century italian design movement.

production lessons The double thick black linen cover stock was printed with one 

pass of metallic silver and two hits of opaque white ink. Two hits of ink were needed 

to achieve a “whiter” look while maintaining tight registration so as to keep the 

fine serifs of the titling from tailing and appearing off-register. we worked with our 

printer to achieve high contrast within the body of the catalog; HuV inks achieve rich 

blacks and brighter colors, better highlighting the photography. 

wright is a chicago, iL, based auction house specializing 

in modern and contemporary art and design. Auctions 

are meticulously curated across the spectrum of twenti-

eth and twenty-first century design. 

brief italian masterworks is an auction catalog cre-

ated to market and celebrate a collection of rare objects 

and furniture from the italian collector Loris manna. 





80 / letterpress
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

80 — wAsHinGTon  

And LincoLn 8 

RooseVeLT 6

— —

11 × 17 Borden & Riley #234 Paris Bleedproof Art Paper, 

108lb

Best of category

printed by ned drew

Currency for Self-promotion by BRED

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR And iLLusTRAToR ned drew

ApproAch And solution i wanted to try and retain the spirit of the current us bills 

while contrasting the more iconic elements with a humorous look at American his-

tory and its myths. Formally, i was reacting to the conservative nature and blandness 

of our bills, trying to develop a more dynamic composition and impression without 

losing the narratives. i assign a currency project to my students and i was curious 

how i might respond to the same design problem. working within these formal, 

conceptual, and system oriented parameters, i have a greater understanding about 

the design process and the various macro/micro issues involved.

production lessons The most challenging part of this project was the registration 

within the letterpress process. These bills were printed on a Vandercook universal iii 

press, and no matter how precise you are, registration is always an issue. each bill 

has six to eight different spot colors so i got to know my press very well and learned 

what i could and could not do during the printing process.

bred focuses on different mediums serving non-profit, 

cultural, and corporate environments while seeking 

clients that share their appreciation for creative op-

portunities. The studio’s core belief revolves around 

effective design, the organizing force in defining, 

creating, and communication of meaning. 

brief This self-initiated project was inspired in part 

by w. A. dwiggins’ 1932 proposal Towards a Reform of 

the Paper currency, Particularly in Point of its design. 

This experimental investigation was also created 

to showcase and promote a new type family, Ludd, 

recently designed by the studio.









Another tour de force of letterpress printing. each piece was developed via  

multiple passes through a letterpress, building up a density of color, image,  

and texture, until it virtually looked like engraved money. Frankly, it looked 

BeTTeR than money. extremely impressive work. — Art chAntry

These pieces are shockingly brilliant. BRed exhibits a true mastery of the  

letterpress through perfectly applied soft impressions and the use of excessive 

overprinting. To put it bluntly, we all wanted to take them home. Badass.  

— dAvid dodde

money is my favorite color; and when it’s well designed, well written, and  

letterpressed how can you not love it. — pum lefebure

This is an excellent example of old school letterpress taken to the extreme:  

zero impression, incredibly detailed halftones, with beautiful layering of inks. 

— brAd murph

These are beautifully done and i really appreciate the humor. — dj stout
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

150 sets — 2 duplex 

die-cut

—

2.375 × 4.5 crane’s Lettra, ecru white, 220lb cover

printed by chApel press

Christmas Gift Tags for Self-promotion  
by Chapel Press

ApproAch And solution To provide clients with a useful set of gift tags to adorn 

their special gifts to family, friends, and clients over the christmas break. Thereby 

helping to spread the love of letterpress. To balance the negative connotation of the 

“Bah! Bumbug!” message, we included some positive christmas cheer messages. we 

printed the positive messages in red, and used black for the Humbugs. To illustrate 

how the flat printed sheet might appear, we retained the crop marks, bleed and 

wastage as part of the overall presentation.

production lessons Probably the toughest job we’ve ever printed! To achieve the 

desired result, we had six print passes through the platen plus two passes of die cut-

ting. The second, third, and fourth passes of the pattern on the back added additional 

curl or distortion to the sheet making it even harder to feed through the machine. we 

employed frisket bars to help keep the sheet flat and to prevent ink slurring. 

chApel press is a modern letterpress print studio based 

in melbourne, Australia. working with design profes-

sionals to create tactile works of art, using luxurious 

papers combined with precise inking, heavy impression, 

and a generous amount of expertise and passion.

brief Rather than just a christmas card to tell our 

clients when we’d close and re-open in the new year, 

we set out to create a set of letterpress christmas 

gift tags which flaunt our production expertise. The 

design references the words of ebenezer scrooge, “Bah! 

Humbug!”, declaring christmas to be a fraud.





88 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — 2 — —

18.375 × 26.75 crane’s Lettra, Pearl white, 110lb cover

printed by rohner letterpress

Poster for/by DePaul University

ApproAch And solution we wanted to give the art enough impression to add to 

the depth of the portrait, at the same time keeping the ink coverage light enough 

for the characters to remain open; the white space is key in making the picture 

visible. university clients on the whole have very demanding branding standards 

that must be followed, so we had to balance these factors while maintaining a very 

exact color match.

production lessons The biggest challenge with this project was making sure 

every Ascii character was complete and perfectly washed on the plate. The entire 

rendering had to be contained on a single plate due to its density; so we spent 

a good chunk of make-ready time going over the plate line by line to ensure the 

plate had not been over- or under-washed in any area, and that there were no 

broken characters. 

depAul university is the nation’s largest catholic 

university, with about 25,000 students. dePaul is na-

tionally recognized for incorporating service learning 

throughout its 300 academically rigorous programs. 

dePaul serves students from a variety of back-

grounds, with particular attention to first-generation 

students, and has one of the nation’s most diverse 

student bodies.

brief The poster honors dePaul Provost Helmut epp 

on his 2012 retirement. The creative team used Ascii 

characters to create a portrait of dr. epp, referring to 

his origins at dePaul as the founding chair of the  

department of computer science in 1980.

More on page 11
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

350 sets 8 2 — —

3.5 × 3.5 .59 Blotter Board

printed by crAnky pressmAn

Gift for Self-promotion by Anthem Worldwide - 
San Francisco

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR deborah smith Read / TecHnicAL desiGn diRecToR daryl Buhrman / desiGneRs miri chan, Henry  

Lannan, meeta Panesar, maya ostrander  AdditionAl production credits  Keith Berger / Jason Vaughn

ApproAch And solution design Life is a set of eight coasters with inspirational 

sayings that relate to both design and everyday life. each quote coined by a famous 

thinker or designer is beautifully illustrated with one of our own designers’ unique 

interpretation. we hope they will serve (pun intended) as inspiration, reminders, or 

conversation starters; or perhaps all three!

production lessons Letterpress is a luxury that we were fortunate to be able to 

utilize for this project. some of the designers in the group had not designed for let-

terpress before and were met with a bit of a learning curve at times. we were lucky 

to have a knowledgeable pressman at cranky Pressman who was there to answer 

questions for us, like how tight we could get the registration and how effective the 

overprinting would be. we were also able to order draw downs and proof colors, 

which were absolutely necessary and crucial to the impact of this piece. 

Anthem helps brands define their individual brand 

anthem across every touchpoint.

brief we wanted to create a gift for our clients that 

would be equally useful and thought-provoking, 

while showing another side of how Anthem interprets 

the principle of design. it was important that the 

piece reflect the diverse talent of our designers yet 

hold together as a collaborative collection showcasing 

our creativity.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — 1 Blind emboss —

18 × 24 crane’s Lettra, Flo white, 110lb cover

printed by studio on fire

Poster for Self-promotion  
by Michael George Haddad

ApproAch And solution inspired by several canadian provinces re-branding  

and the loss of some classic logos, i set out to create an icon for each province and 

territory. i put a set of constraints on myself: the logos would mimic the style of 

modern corporate logos from the 1950s and 60s, and would use only black. each 

mark would contain symbols and visual winks recognizable to canadians.

production lessons This was my first time printing with letterpress and the staff 

at studio on Fire were very helpful. i also had an emboss seal of my personal mono-

gram made in ottawa, which i added myself after the posters were delivered. i can 

now use the seal on my own personal stationery, which was an unplanned benefit. 

michAel george hAddAd is a designer in ottawa,  

on, canada.

brief A self-promotional project. i wanted to share 

a dose of canadian patriotism and pay homage to 

design hero Allan Fleming, as well as Americans saul 

Bass and Paul Rand.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

800 — 1 duplex —

3.5 × 2.187 × .0625 Gmund cotton, new Grey, 600gr/m2 

Gmund cotton, new Grey, 1200gr/m2

printed by chApel press

Business Card for The Vanguard Agency  
by Chapel Press

AdditionAl design credits  3 deep

ApproAch And solution A simple, contemporary design that allows the paper and 

print technique to really shine. From a production point of view, it was all about 

achieving maximum impression depth, precise inking, rigidity, and maintaining 

tactility. The stock we proposed, Gmund cotton new Grey in 220lb, ticked all the 

boxes. it had the soft cotton fibers and high bulk to take and hold a deep impression 

even after duplexing. The new Grey color is new, and the color carries through the 

entire thickness of the card.

production lessons 3 deep trusted in our expertise and took all suggestions on 

board which resulted in a seamless production. An ideal client. The stock performed 

extremely well for printing, duplexing, and finishing. working with extra thick 

stock such as this requires extra care and delicate handling on the guillotine to 

prevent disaster. 

the vAnguArd is a hybrid advertising agency focused 

on delivering extraordinary results for extraordinary 

brands headed up by creative partner deryll naidoo. 

Based in melbourne, Australia, The Vanguard works 

with leaders across categories of luxury fashion, 

beauty, retail, automotive, travel, food, and hospitality.

brief A business card that makes a bold statement, 

has a luxury feel and is true to The Vanguard name.  

To create something extraordinary, by combining 

modern printing and finishing techniques, with the 

finest quality paper.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 each (× 2) — 2 Quadplex 

Blind emboss 

die-cut

—

3.5 × 2 × .0625 crane’s Lettra, Fluorescent white, 110lb cover 

Keaykolour Gaurdsman, Red, 110lb cover

printed by chApel press

Business Card for Mr. Mitchell by Chapel Press

ApproAch And solution A business card incorporating a small circular window as 

the focal point. The window reveals the deep red core stock which is sandwiched 

between two layers of white cotton stock. This piece answers the brief, attributing 

high technical complexities, considered execution, and quality finish.

production lessons the window was cut using a 5/16˝ punch since a conventional 

cutting rule would leave a noticeable join and would have exploded under the pres-

sure. each sheet was wiped clean of glue around the inside of the window to ensure 

no excess glue was visible. A complex print production requiring a high degree of 

skill and attention to detail. 

mr. mitchell is a residential and commercial interior 

design practice bringing together the combined skills 

of Andrew mitchell and James Lambrou. established in 

2012, working with Australia’s most talented artisans, 

craftsmen, and hard-working tradies.

brief To reflect the client’s commitment to craftsman-

ship, attention to detail, and unique offering of skills, 

which ensures the finished product exceeds the clients 

expectations every time.





100 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

300 — 1 Laser-cut —

3.3 × 2 × .03 GF smith, colorplan, citrine and Bitter chocolat, 

350gr/m2 

Buckram emboss

printed by letterpress winkel

Business Card for Woestwerk by Letterpress Winkel

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR Frank duijnisveld

ApproAch And solution we have chosen a combination of letterpress and laser, 

as both techniques work as a sculptor of the paper. it really creates layering which 

emphasizes the craft. in order to get even more tactility we have given an extra 

embossing to the brown side.

production lessons Because we printed both sides with different techniques, 

highly accurate preparation was necessary. Both sides had to fit together perfectly—

film output, polymer plates, heat, and pressure all have their impact on the artwork 

and material. To make everything fit perfectly a lot of measuring and calculating 

was required, much more than we had expected. 

woestwerk is a versatile design agency for visual 

concepts and designs.

brief create a card that is both elegant and rough, 

in dark brown and yellow. A card that shows paper 

structure and layers, it should showcase both craft 

and design.





102 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,200 12 + stand + wrap 4 die-cut 

Hand assembly

—

4.5 × 6 × 3 mohawk, milkweed, 160lb cover 

mohawk Via Vellum, safety Yellow, 80lb cover 

decorated Paper Brilliance, Tinsel Holographic, 12pt

printed by studio on fire

2013 Calendar for Self-promotion by Studio On Fire

AdditionAl design credits  iLLusTRAToRs Brian Gunderson, Jolby, John malta, sasha Prood, Karolin schnoor

ApproAch And solution we designed the tri-fold outer wrap by stealing bits and 

pieces from the monthly illustrations, collaging them in a long strip to be trimmed 

off the press sheet and later used for packaging.

production lessons we’ve been designing and producing our annual desktop 

calendar for just over ten years now, so there have been huge learning experiences 

along the way. This year we focused on tweaking the die line for the stand. several 

test versions were created before going into final production, attempting to get the 

tightest fit while avoiding any paper cracking. we’re pretty proud of the final product. 

studio on fire is a best-in-class craft letterpress printer 

focused on making premium print and design work. 

Located in minneapolis, mn, they keep steady clientele 

with the top design firms, agencies, and corporations 

in the world. Letterpress, foil, die cutting, edge coloring, 

and hand bindery are all processes they do in-house.

brief each year our studio picks a theme, a color 

palette, and paper stocks before recruiting crush-

worthy illustrators to join us in creating custom art 

for a promotional letterpress printed calendar. Artists 

were given the theme of Lucky number 13 and asked 

to interpret it at will, resulting in a multitude of 

superstitious icons and ironic illustrations.









106 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

120 — 2 — —

14 × 7.5 Gmund, cotton, new Grey, 300gr/m2

printed by full circle press

Save the Date for Bonnie and Brock Winberg  
by Device Creative Collaborative

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneRs Ross clodfelter, shane cranford

ApproAch And solution The concept matched the theme of the wedding—native 

American, bohemian chic wedding in the deserts of Arizona. we wanted to create 

a conversation piece for their audience that would visually captivate them while 

entertaining and exciting them about the wedding.

production lessons developing the structure of the teepee was the hardest part, 

the design was fun. we probably had about ten formats or more that just didn’t work 

until we landed on the way it currently folds. 

bonnie And brock, bride and groom.

brief The clients wanted a save the date that fit their 

bohemian chic wedding in the desert. so we custom-

designed and built a working miniature teepee that 

contained the information.





108 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — 2 — —

7 × 5 crane Lettra, Pearl white, 600gr/m2

printed by sAint gertrude

Invitation for/by Saint Gertrude

AdditionAl design credits  Amy constable

ApproAch And solution The purpose of this piece was to give our loved ones the 

gift of the ultimate surprise and to create an electric memory for them. weddings 

can be contrived affairs, with all kinds of preconceived expectations, but we wanted 

to catch our guests so unaware that they had no choice but to be completely present 

in the moment with us. The design also held a poignant subtext that although the 

wedding was a surprise to them, for us getting married was actually a fait accompli; 

it was always there, just under the surface, and literally written in the stars.

production lessons in my research for the piece, i discovered that decoder message 

print could work in letterpress, but whether it could deeply hide its secret message 

from our guests, who may stick it on the fridge and look at it every day, was a huge 

risk. mostly that came down to the design, but creating the exact shade of red and 

lilac inks was a long and painstaking process. similarly, the impression depth had 

to be very specific and was tailored to the time of day that our guests would be 

viewing the decoded message. The position of the sun could mean that the message 

was lost in impression shadow. 

sAint gertrude is a self-taught designer and let-

terpress printer running her own business. A pretty 

quirky kid who delivers the unexpected.

brief To create an invitation to our surprise wedding 

without giving away the surprise. The invitation 

needed to effectively convey a decoy message—our 

daughter’s birthday party—but also create meaning for 

the guests who, in retrospect, would realize that this 

was always going to happen: we were getting married.





110 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

150 6 + cover 2 — stitched

5.84 × 4.13 × .19 coVeR Buffalo Board 

inTeRioR crane Lettra, Pearl white, 300gr/m2

printed by the distillery

Wedding Invitation for Karessa Tagle  
and Richard Sison by Richard Sison

AdditionAl production credits  BindeR Les Baddock Bookbinders / sTAmPinG And AssemBLY Richard sison, Karessa Tagle, william Turner

ApproAch And solution i wanted to create an engaging and memorable invitation 

which suited the rustic Autumn theme. with the paper stocks we’d chosen, we  

just had to make it a letterpress piece. The raw look of the buffalo board along with 

the simple design and typography suited the vintage look perfectly. The buttons  

and string were attached by hand and locked the invitations shut allowing the 

guests to unwind it themselves. Additionally, the RsVP page was perforated and 

became a self-mailing postcard once it had been torn out and filled in by our guests.

production lessons As this was my first letterpress project, the entire experience 

was a learning process. From checking and adjusting the weight of every stroke, to 

manually creating the traps, there has been a lot i’ve taken on board for next time. 

kAressA And richArd are an old-fashioned, vintage-

loving couple with an appreciation for raw objects and 

old processes.

brief we wanted to create an invitation that our  

guests would want to hold on to well after the wedding. 

it needed to be a practical piece that suited the look-

and-feel of the wedding.





112 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

200 — 1 duplex —

5.75 × 8.25 Gmund cotton, new Grey, 220lb

printed by chApel press

Invitation for Casa Rio by Chapel Press

ApproAch And solution To invite guests to the relaunch of an existing brand. The 

identity incorporates a new logo with custom typeface, reference to strong diagonals, 

and fonts consistent with other collateral.

production lessons The paper stock takes the ink really well, holds a deep 

impression, and is rigid once duplexed. cutting required particular attention to 

eliminate moulding from the guillotine clamp pressure. overall, very pleased with 

the final outcome. 

cAsA rio is an Australian coffee company, wholesaler 

of premium coffee products to the hospitality industry. 

casa Rio has evolved to be much more than a coffee 

company but has held fast to its 50-year heritage. sub 

brands include Rio coffe, Rio cucina, and Rio Beverages. 

brief An invitation to wholesale and retail customers 

to make a premium impression, reinforcing the values 

of the brand. designers may have been exposed to great 

letterpress printing, whereas many customers have not, 

so it still creates that wow factor. 





114 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 — 3 die-cut —

4 × 6.125 strathmore, Bright white, 130lb cover

printed by in to ink letterpress

Desktop Calendar for Self-promotion  
by Traina Design

ApproAch And solution A desktop calendar was the perfect way for our studio 

to showcase our creativity. As proud san diegans, we chose the theme of “Traina 

design’s endless summer” for the illustrations. we wanted users to enjoy a taste of 

the sweet san diego lifestyle all year long. 

production lessons The biggest lesson we learned while creating this calendar 

was trying to get the easel stand to work properly. we tried multiple versions of 

the stand before getting it just right. All of the hard work paid off in the end. we’re 

thrilled how these came out. Thanks to in to ink Letterpress, based in san diego, cA, 

for the awesome print job. 

trAinA design helps visionary companies emphasize 

their strengths, establish their voice, and build  

their business. Their maxim is simple: good design  

is good business.

brief we wanted to create a fun, unique, and lasting 

holiday gift for our clients and friends. 





116 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

300 — 2 die-cut 

split fountain

Glued

inViTATion PAcK 6 × 4.4 ×.6 

LenTicuLAR cARds 5.9 × 4.3 

PosTeRs 16.5 × 21

GF smith colorplan, mandarin, 270gr/m2 

crane Lettra, Pearl, 300gr/m2 

Gmund cotton, Linen cream, 110gr/m2

printed by the distillery

Invitation for The Starlight Children’s  
Foundation by The Distillery

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR daryl Prondoso / diRecToR nathan Leong  AdditionAl production credits  PRinTmAKeR daryl Prondoso

ApproAch And solution one of the strengths of print is the ability to hide and 

reveal. Lenticular lens considers design where viewing from different angles, 

magnifying different images. well known, quintessential scenes of suburban 

sydney were photographed including The Harbour Bridge, cabramatta (noodles), 

and maroubra (beach). in print, the invitation recipient was invited to rediscover 

these sydney scenes with movement of the lenticular lens. Akin to re-exploring 

and reconsidering one’s own neighborhood.

production lessons The principal challenge was the mathematics required to 

convert and split multiple frames of photography into three separate cohesively ani-

mated lenticular scenes. This involved the trial and error exploration of limitations of 

movement, width of resolution, and movement speed. A secondary challenge was the 

production of the tight two-color registration and die-cut of multiple letterpress pieces. 

the stArlight children’s foundAtion provides programs 

integral to the total care of seriously ill and hospitalized 

children, and their families, throughout Australia. 

brief To support starlight, The distillery held 

suburban Legends—a letterpress poster exhibition. 

The stories of suburban sydney were celebrated with 

13 sydney artist-designed posters. To draw attention 

to the exhibition and cause, The distillery set out to 

engage sydney’s creative community with a unique 

invitation pack.





118 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — winTeR 9 

sPRinG 8 

summeR 7 

FALL 8

spot varnish —

11 × 17 Borden & Riley #234 Paris Bleedproof Art Paper, 

108lb

printed by ned drew

Posters for Self-promotion by BRED

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneRs And TYPoGRAPHeRs Brenda mcmanus, ned drew

ApproAch And solution contrasting letterforms and images were juxtaposed 

against each other playing off their formal and conceptual qualities such as large 

vs. small, thick vs. thin, or play vs. production. As we printed, a narrative began to 

informally develop, allowing for each composition to reinforce the essence of the 

season. we used a centered 5-by-7-inch woodblock as our base to give the series a 

consistent look as well as to establish a seasonal color palette. The compositions 

shifted from warm colors to cool, illustrating the seasonal change.

production lessons Allowing for random and spontaneous design decisions can 

be both liberating and inspiriting. 

bred focuses on different mediums serving non-profit, 

cultural, and corporate environments while seeking 

clients that share their appreciation for creative op-

portunities. The studio’s core belief revolves around 

effective design, the organizing force in defining, 

creating, and communication of meaning. 

brief This self-promotional project was used to show-

case our letterpress collection and capabilities. we 

wanted to exploit our eclectic collection of letterforms, 

halftones, and wood blocks with a bright and dynamic 

color palette.





120 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

65 — 2 — —

sAVe THe dATe 5 × 7 

inViTATion 8.5 × 5.5 

RePLY cARd 3.5 × 5 

mAP 5.25 × 7.5 

PRoGRAm 4 × 10 

menu 3.625 × 7.75

crane’s Lettra, Pearl white 

Gmund, midnight Black, Treasury, and  

Antique Gold

printed by two pAperdolls

Wedding Invitation for Susan Stripling  
and Cliff Mautner by Two Paperdolls

AdditionAl design credits  eXecuTiVe cReATiVe diRecToR Vanessa Kreckel / desiGneR And iLLusTRAToR melissa Ginsiorsky

ApproAch And solution susan and cliff were looking for an invitation suite that 

blended traditional elegance with a uniquely personal style. The result is a completely 

custom invitation set and day-of stationery, including a classic color palette, whimsi-

cal hand lettering, gilded edges, and an illustrated map of Philadelphia.

production lessons while letterpress printing the gold ink on black stock was  

possible for the reply envelopes, an additional pass through the press was necessary 

to achieve the desired brightness and legibility. 

susAn And cliff, bride and groom.

brief susan and cliff are two extremely talented 

wedding photographers inviting their closest family 

and friends to an intimate wedding ceremony in 

Philadelphia, PA.





122 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

ART PRinT 2,000 

coAsTeRs 15,000 sets

— 2 — —

ART PRinT 5.5 × 8.5 

coAsTeRs 3.75 × 3.75

crane’s Lettra, Pearl white, 220lb

printed by rohner letterpress (Art print) And two pAperdolls (coAsters)

Art Print and Coasters for The Beauty of  
Letterpress by Neenah Paper and Two Paperdolls

AdditionAl design credits  eXecuTiVe cReATiVe diRecToR Vanessa Kreckel / PRoJecT mAnAGeR Kevin mcLaughlin / desiGneR Jennifer James

ApproAch And solution The first Beauty of Letterpress print gives a not-so-subtle 

nod to moveable type, but also demonstrates some techniques that would be much 

more difficult without modern technology. The backside of moveable wood type was 

scanned to achieve an authentic texture. The letterforms are adorned with ornaments 

you might find in an “old school” letterpress shop. The coasters are intended to give 

graphic designers some basic pointers to keep in mind when designing for letterpress. 

They also educate with some highlights from letterpress history and hopefully en-

courage designers to consider utilizing this print method in their professional work.

production lessons it takes a whole lot of paper to print 15,000 sets of coasters! 

neenAh pAper is recognized as a world-class manufac-

turer of premium writing, text, cover, specialty, and 

private watermark papers.

brief The Beauty of Letterpress by neenah Paper 

featuring crane® Papers is an online resource and 

showcase, featuring the best and most innovative  

letterpress work in the industry today. our task was  

to create the brand identity for the campaign, as  

well as promotional materials and the website.





124 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

5,000 — 6 — —

4.5 × 4.5 × 1.25 French Paper, various colors, 100lb

printed by studio on fire

Packaging for Wondermade by The Heads of State

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToRs,  desiGneRs,  And iLLusTRAToRs dustin summers, Jason Kernevich

ApproAch And solution The idea was to give the consumer a tactile experience that 

would resonate even after they finished the confections. By using letterpress in con-

junction with die cut stickers we gave a multilayered experience to the packaging.

production lessons Press the client to go the extra step. This project started out 

as offset but we believed that bringing something textural and unique to the table 

would set this brand off from the flashy packaging in candy stores. despite the 

added cost the client saw the value in our packaging concept and was willing to go 

the extra mile to make it all work. 

wondermAde creates small batch specialty marsh-

mallows in a wide variety of flavors from bourbon 

to pumpkin.

brief our goal was to create a brand and packaging 

that married the lighthearted feel of wondermade’s 

name with the high-end production values that go into 

all of their products while also giving the consumer a 

tactile experience.





126 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

60 — 3 — —

18 × 24 crane’s Lettra

printed by em letterpress

Poster for Harvard Business School  
by Stoltze Design

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR clifford stoltze / desiGneR Katherine Hughes

ApproAch And solution To represent the many branches of the university, the 

quotes were molded into a tree’s armature, while descriptors became foliage to  

represent growth, stability, and potential. we worked with em Letterpress to create  

a limited-edition run of the poster. 

production lessons we wanted to make the poster larger than the plate sizes 

available, so for the black and the red, the art was split into two separate plates. 

hArvArd business school offers a full-time mBA 

program, doctoral programs, and many executive edu-

cation programs. consistently ranked one of the best 

business schools in the world, HBs recently outlined 

several initiatives for developing mBAs, including  

environmental sustainability, healthcare, globalization, 

leadership, and social enterprise.

brief John whitehead’s contributions had a profound 

effect on Harvard Business school. To honor the philan-

thropist on his 90th birthday, HBs asked individuals for 

quotes and adjectives describing John’s impact—allow-

ing us free range to create an appropriate homage.





128 / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

250 — 2 — —

Varied French Paper muscletone, Tangy orange and whip 

cream, 140lb cover

printed by device printshop

Stationery for/by Device Creative Collaborative

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneRs shane cranford, Ross clodfelter

ApproAch And solution The focus was on quality rather than mass production of 

materials that would never be distributed.

production lessons Hand-duplexing and cutting takes a long time.

device creAtive collAborAtive is a passionate team 

living life to the fullest, honoring the craft they love, 

while getting their hands dirty as often as possible. 

An award-winning studio creating uncommon,  

emotionally relevant concepts and designs.

brief design a stationery set that is intended to create 

a conversation about our passion for collaborating on 

specialty design and printing.





130 / silkscreen
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — 6 Fragrant ink —

18 × 24 French Paper construction, whitewash, 100lb cover Best of category

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for Self-promotion by Clark Orr

AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Jesse Adams

ApproAch And solution For Gallery 1988’s biggest annual show, crazy4cult, each 

artist chose a personal favorite cult movie to base a piece on. i chose willy wonka 

& The chocolate Factory. Knowing that i like adding bonus conceptual elements to 

my posters, a friend gave me the idea to recreate Lickable wallpaper (a memorable 

prop from the film). i ended up making it look like a “wallpaper sample” swatch 

and talked mama’s sauce into mixing scented oils into the inks, making the poster 

fruit-smelling. i never imagined this poster would be as big of a hit as it’s been 

with people.

production lessons Fragrance oils were used in the ink. These may not be quite 

lickable, but they’re at least sniffable. The snozzberries smell like snozzberries! 

clArk orr is a freelance designer and illustrator  

specializing in logos, branding, packaging, and  

apparel designs.

brief designed for a themed gallery show, this poster 

recreates the ever-so coveted Lickable wallpaper.



even with my poor sense of smell there i was scratching the thing! 

can you think of more clever way to attract the attention of the 

viewer to a promo device? The actual color printing is exquisite and 

flawless— extremely good silkscreen printing—even before the gim-

mick. A good gimmick is worth a thousand words. — Art chAntry

work of this caliber is difficult to find. clark orr incorporates poppy 

colors and a great subject to artfully achieve this best of class.  

— dAvid dodde

This was something you would not expect (like the lickable wallpa-

per) to see in a design show. Had a really fresh and bold feel. Very 

memorable. — pum lefebure

This poster is hilarious and the use of ‘scratch-n-sniff’ inks really 

stinks. — dj stout



132 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

150 — 2 — —

18 × 24 French Paper newsprint, white, 80lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for Self-promotion by Clark Orr

AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Tim styles

ApproAch And solution Back To The Future is one of my favorite films (and series). 

so when Gallery 1988 invited me to be in their Product Placement show, a poster show 

based on fake products from cinema, the Hoverboard was the obvious subject choice 

for me. 3d comics have always intrigued me, so i decided to take on the challenge of 

learning to create an anaglyph 3d print (red/blue glasses and all), in the form of an 

assembly manual/diagram of the Hoverboard. meticulous color separating and live-

testing launched this piece into my most ambitious and proudest piece yet.

production lessons Balancing the opacities of the ink was very touchy but  

essential for the 3d effect to work. 

clArk orr is a freelance designer and illustrator  

specializing in logos, branding, packaging, and  

apparel designs.

brief This art print for Gallery 1988 presents assembly 

instructions for the most coveted of child’s toys: the 

Hoverboard. did we mention the instructions are in 3d? 

welcome to the future.





134 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

— — 3/3 — —

9 × 12 French Paper muscletone, Kraft, 140lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Folder for/by Bluecadet Interactive

AdditionAl design credits  Theresa decker  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneRs Jesse Adams, Tim styles

ApproAch And solution As a primarily digital agency, our goal was to design a 

promotional folder that would reflect our love for tactile objects and the beauty of 

printed material. For inspiration, we turned to the detailed titling treatments of  

vintage maps, incorporating some of our own style along the way. The result is a 

mix of old treatments and new techniques, similar to our work here at Bluecadet. 

production lessons The number of different halftones used to create dimension in 

this design were very difficult to print with clarity and consistency. 

bluecAdet interActive is a creative studio concerned 

with crafting a client’s story and connecting it to its 

desired audience. 

brief This pocket folder is designed for use with 

agency materials and serves to frame printed cor-

respondence and proposals in the whimsical and 

powerful identity of Bluecadet.





136 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 per color (× 5) — 3 — —

12 × 16 French Paper Pop-Tone, Lemon drop, Bubblegum, 

Blu Raspberry, Grape Jelly and spearmint

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for Self-promotion by Lab Partners

AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneRs Jesse Adams, Tim styles

ApproAch And solution For our annual holiday mailer we wanted to send our 

friends and clients a piece of artwork that was bold, colorful, and spoke to the idea 

of a bright new year. on top of that we thought it would be nice if the artwork could 

have a little variety built into it to make each print feel a little more special for their 

recipients. Thus we arrived at a playful series of peacocks that came to life when 

screen-printed by the mama’s sauce team on a variety of tasty French Paper Pop-

Tone colored stocks.

production lessons These prints actually went off without a hitch. we were all 

nervous about the nearly full coverage of black, but in the end it didn’t give us much 

trouble. These prints also show the beauty of using the paper as an element in your 

design rather than a setting for it. 

lAb pArtners is a husband and wife creative team 

based in northern california.

brief A series of five posters given to clients and 

friends, wishing them a happy new year.





138 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

75 — 3 — —

18 × 24 French Paper speckletone, natural, 80lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for Self-promotion by Johnny Cupcakes

AdditionAl design credits  chris deLorenzo  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Tim styles

ApproAch And solution The Gaslight Anthem’s songs are like a time capsule of 

a teenage American dream—car radios, boys, late nights, girls; all the things that 

make you want to grab the one you love and drive all night until you’re somebody 

new. so along that theme i created the image of a girl sneaking out to meet up with 

a mysterious male figure in a slick moonlit camaro. i’ve always liked the concept of 

frames within a frame, so using the window as the center point i let the scene unfold 

from there. minimizing cost i kept it to three colors and i let that determine how i 

used light and shadow within the illustration. Then mama’s sauce came in the ring 

and body slammed it down for the three count to win it all! 

production lessons The combination of 80lb paper and the heavy ink coverage  

really proved to be challenging. we had to learn a lot about stabilizing paper in 

order to achieve tight registration. 

johnny cupcAkes is an international clothing brand 

based in Boston, mA, known for retailing out of  

faux bakeries.

brief A limited edition poster for an in-store appear-

ance at Johnny cupcakes London, uK, by Gaslight 

Anthem frontman, Brian Fallon.





140 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

200 each color — 2 — —

18 × 24 French Paper Pop-Tone, Black Licorice, 65lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Posters for/by 55 Hi’s and Skinny Ships

AdditionAl design credits  Ross moody, Richard Perez  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Jesse Adams

ApproAch And solution The Letters Poster is a creative collaboration with designer 

Richard Perez, featuring a massive collection of original letterforms printed in shiny 

metallic glory. we both approached this project by designing two full alphabets in 

isolation over the course of a month and then coming together to combine them in 

the poster form. we ended up overprinting the letterforms on top of each other to 

form one large balanced graphic.

production lessons For this one we had to do a lot of research on metallics in 

order to get the brightest print that we could on press. 

55 hi’s and skinny ships have created an online collec-

tion of design-driven greeting cards, prints, stationery, 

and household items.

brief An art print with two color variants: gold  

and silver.





142 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

400 per card — 3/1 duplex —

2.5 × 3.5 French Paper muscletone, 140lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Trading cards for Self-promotion  
by Signalnoise Studio

AdditionAl design credits  James white  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneRs Jesse Adams, Tim styles

ApproAch And solution Back in the 1980s, my friends and i were collectors. You 

name it, we collected it. of the countless kid collectibles, a constant around the 

playground were cheap cardboard cards depicting our favorite movie characters, 

heroes, and scary monsters. Bubblegum cards. we would trade with one another to 

build our sets, bragging when we got that rare one nobody else had. Gum cards is a 

set of limited edition, screen-printed trading cards focused on creatives who, in my 

humble fan opinion, deserve their own trading card.

production lessons There were two big challenges with this print. First, the reg-

istration was extremely tight, particularly the borders on the front and back. in the 

end, all it took was some careful planning and a good trap to pull the registration 

together. The second challenge was achieving the bright colors on the black stock. it 

took a lot of trial and error to balance the deposit thickness and pigment load, but 

when it was all said and done we were able to pull it off. 

signAlnoise studio is a visual artist, designer, and 

speaker based in dartmouth, ns, canada.

brief Gum cards is a series of limited edition trading 

cards depicting some hot and heavy creative pros. Rare 

variants include a metallic Aaron draplin, a glow-in-

the-dark Johnny cupcakes, and a glitzy stadium card 

featuring mama’s sauce.





144 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,000 — cARds 3/2 

enVeLoPes 2/0

duplex —

2 × 3.5 French Paper construction, Grout Grey, 100lb cover 

French Paper dur-o-Tone, steel Grey, 70lb text

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Business Cards for The Map Project  
by Dana Steffe and Samia Saleem

AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneRs Jesse Adams, Tim styles

ApproAch And solution we approached the business cards in the same way we 

approached our product—to create something simple that brings delight to the user 

(or viewer.) we wanted the experience to be memorable and thought the act of ex-

ploration was important, which helped us in deciding to use things like the window 

and sleeve. The end result is hopefully something people will want to hold on to. 

production lessons Holding delicate detail with silkscreen is challenging on the 

best of days, but doing so on text weight can sometimes offer even more resistance. 

it can also be difficult to keep colors cohesive when aiming for the same Pantone 

values on light and dark stocks. 

the mAp project is a tool for creating and sharing 

maps with your friends.

brief These cards were designed to reflect the same 

ideology of the product—a tool to share places or notes 

with other people.





146 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

200 each design  

(× 6)

— 1 duplex —

4 × 4 French Paper muscletone, 140lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Coasters for/by 55 Hi’s

AdditionAl design credits  Ross moody  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Tim styles

ApproAch And solution The cheers coasters are a set of six celebratory drinking 

aids made to wish happy tidings in six different languages. each coaster is a 

one-color metallic silver screenprint with a bright teal edge coloring. i wanted to 

maintain a consistent look through the series of coasters and to accomplish this i 

utilized a monoline illustration style.

production lessons This run was pretty straightforward for us. we always love 

metallic silver on black. it runs like a dream and looks fantastic. These had an added 

bonus though with the edge paint. This was one of the first edge paints we had done 

on a curved edge so we definitely had to hone that in a little but in the end they 

came out great and we love the silver bleed into the teal edge. 

55 hi’s is an online collection of design-driven greeting 

cards, prints, stationery, and household items.

brief A set of six coasters encouraging you to drink to 

good health in six different languages. 





148 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — 4 — —

16 × 24 French Paper muscletone, Pure white, 140lb cover 

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for Self-promotion by Matt Chase

AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Tim styles

ApproAch And solution my aim was to create something that captured the spirit 

of the show as a whole, without focusing too narrowly on any particular character 

or season. The common denominator across the series—and the real hero of the 

story—is the island itself, so i designed the piece as a recruitment advertisement for 

dharma, encouraging would-be adventurers to join them in this strange, mysterious 

place. References to especially memorable episodes and iconic landmarks are scat-

tered throughout the illustration.

production lessons Registering these candy-coated tones was difficult and left no 

room for error since the green was created using a blue and  yellow overlay. 

mAtt chAse is a designer and illustrator based in 

washington, dc.

brief i wanted to create an art print giving nod upon 

nod to J.J. Abrams’ Lost.





150 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

100 — 3 — —

18 × 18 French Paper dur-o-Tone, steel Grey, 100lb cover

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for/by 55 Hi’s

AdditionAl design credits  Ross moody  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneR Tim styles

ApproAch And solution i’m a firm believer in living simply and just doing the best 

you can, with what you have, every day. To convey this message properly, i designed 

this hyper ornamental type treatment illustrating the phrase “Live well.” 

production lessons This is the most successful glossy overprint we’ve ever done. 

The fact that the black is matted down so far that it almost looks like part of the 

paper really let the gloss overprint jump out. it was a great way to add depth to the 

print while keeping it visually simple. 

55 hi’s is an online collection of design-driven greeting 

cards, prints, stationery, and household items.

brief A 3-color, silkscreen beauty encouraging  

good livin’.





152 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

100 — 3 — —

4 × 4 Pulp Board

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Coasters for Self-promotion by Seamless Creative

AdditionAl design credits  courtney elise, Brian eliseo

ApproAch And solution For our 2013 new Year’s promotion, we decided to design 

a set of silkscreened coasters for the second year in a row. This time around we cre-

ated a series of fortune teller coasters, which will not only hold your drink, but also 

give you a fun way to pass the time. each coaster provides predictions for a different 

aspect of your life: Love, Happiness, career, and Adventure. The recipient can give 

each one a spin to see what positive prediction is bestowed upon him or her for the 

coming year.

production lessons with silkscreen it’s important to be mindful of thicks and 

thins, especially when it comes to type at small sizes. Having a printer to rely 

on that will both guide you in the right direction and push the boundaries of the 

process will ensure the best possible outcome. 

seAmless creAtive is a husband and wife design team 

in new York, nY, that specializes in crafting thought-

ful brands for small businesses.

brief we set out to create a new Year’s promotion for 

friends and clients. 





154 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

80 limited edition — 2 — —

18 × 24 cougar, white, 100lb cover

printed by industry print shop

Poster for Telegraph Gallery  
by Industry Print Shop

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR sofia Foster-dimino  AdditionAl production credits  PRoducTion ARTisT Patrick Lillard / mAsTeR PRinTeR 

Brian maclaskey

ApproAch And solution This was one of several editions which focused on the uti-

lization of two colors to make a dynamic composition. The title of this print is “duet.”

production lessons This print has a complex composition. each detail utilizes the 

transparent two color palette to make details and perspective work. There are many 

different half-tones and lined patterns, all requiring a careful attention to detail 

from beginning to end. we custom mixed the inks. we adjusted the blue for a trans-

parent overlay to make a rich brown, which really sells the multiple perspectives of 

the print. There are lots of little beautiful things happening in this print. 

telegrAph gAllery in charlottesville,VA, is an inde-

pendent space that celebrates illustrators, comics, and 

limited edition prints. The gallery is run by david and 

Kate, who commission prints from unique illustrators, 

and bring them together for monthly themed shows of 

all silkscreened editions. 

brief we were asked to produce several editions de-

signed by several illustrators for the show “Two-Tones.” 

each print had to make the most out of only two colors.





156 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

3,000 — 1 uV varnish —

3.34 × 1.97 Arjowiggin skin, Black, 135gr/m2 

Arjowiggin skin, Absynthe, 270gr/m2 

Arjowiggin skin, Black, 135r/m2

printed by Atelier für siebdruck lorenz bögli

Business Card for/by Bürocratik

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR Adriano esteves  AdditionAl production credits  PRinTeR Lorenz Bögli

ApproAch And solution using such a very light typeface we needed a top-notch 

silkscreener. we struggled with several providers and finally found one in switzer-

land that did the job perfectly. The next problem was to get lime green on black. 

Finally, we decided to make a triplex (three papers glued together) giving us the 

thickness we were looking for. Glued papers can easily look amateur with all the 

weird shapes that paper with glue can yield, but Lorenz did a brilliant job: perfect 

white, perfectly defined uV on small type, overall an amazing triplex card that 

refuses to bend over itself.

production lessons You need to find the best provider for each job. we normally 

trust word of mouth for this and live with the results we get, but we need to put our 

eyes on specialized magazines that present papers and printers and noVum saved 

our life with the silkscreen issue. we all know you learn by trial and error, but do 

your homework and look for well printed samples, you won’t regret it. And is it 

cheap? no, but this is self-promotion man! next question, please. 

bürocrAtik is a brand and digital design agency 

established in 2005 in coimbra, Portugal. They pride 

themselves in creating problem-solving and engaging 

visual communication solutions. 

brief we wanted our card to be black with white ink 

on it. we all know this demands silkscreen but white 

print normally looks so bad that we always shed tears 

when we get the prints. we also wanted it to be thick 

and with lime green—the second color of our identity.





158 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 — 1-6 custom mixed — —

26 × 40 100% Post consumer recycled paper

printed by interbrAnd new york

Posters for Speaker Series by Interbrand

AdditionAl design credits  eXecuTiVe cReATiVe diRecToR chris campbell / cReATiVe diRecToR craig stout / desiGn diRecToR Forest Young /  

senioR desiGneR Ross clugston

ApproAch And solution we designed a series of six silkscreened posters that 

evolved over the course of the world changing speaker series. As a metaphor for the 

accumulation of knowledge, the content for each speaker’s poster was screened over 

the previous announcement—creating a colorful artifact of the series. The posters 

first announced each lecture, then were presented as limited-edition gifts to each 

speaker. made from 100% post consumer waste recycled paper, the posters used a 

sixth of the materials from traditional processes and extended the usable lifespan 

of each announcement from one week to five months.

production lessons As the poster evolved each week, the layering of inks proved 

to be a challenge. with a finite number of posters, any mistakes or inconsistencies 

had to be dealt with as happy accidents. The upside of this is that no two posters 

were ever the same. if we were to do this over, we would have screened double the 

amount of posters (the set submitted to the FPo Awards is our last set in existence). 

interbrAnd new york is wide and diverse. strategists 

to designers, marketers to financial managers. They 

are music junkies, foodies, and from all corners of the 

globe. each department is isolated by their responsi-

bilities to their clients and vendors, but joined together 

by a common love for brands.

brief The world changing speaker series needed a 

medium to market the event to agency departments, 

and external third party providers, with a connective 

thread between the six speakers. Keeping budget 

and waste in mind, the agency wanted to offer each 

speaker an additional gesture of appreciation.

More on page 13





160 / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

150 — BoTTLe 1 

TuBe 2

strikethrough gloss varnish 

overall matte aqueous 

offset

BoTTLe 3.5 × 13.425 

TuBe 4.25 × 13.425

sterling matte, 100lb text

printed by flAsh reproductions

Wine Bottle for Flash Reproductions by Up Inc.

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR carey George / cReATiVe diRecToR And ediToR sue mccluskey / ART diRecToR And desiGneR Ryan Booth /  

AccounT mAnAGeR wendy Leung

ApproAch And solution To adequately wow Flash’s clients, while effectively 

capturing the goodwill of the holidays, we made the most of a seldom-used printing 

process. A custom package was created, featuring playful messaging and a festive, 

light-hearted design. Bottles of sparkling wine from niagara’s Angels Gate winery 

were silkscreened with silver-metallic ink (requiring six full days to dry), and pro-

tected in paper-wrapped shipping tubes—also designed to accent the contents. 

production lessons First, the process of silkscreening on glass bottles had to be 

tested to ensure that the ink would adhere and to decipher how long the drying pro-

cess would take. The six-day drying time impacted our production schedule. second, 

we had to find a cost-effective way to ship the bottles. Given few suitable options, we 

settled on creating our own packaging—custom-designed mailing tubes. Lastly, as an 

overarching consideration, we had to contend with the regulations inherent in pack-

aging alcohol-based products by tastefully incorporating legal copy into the design.

flAsh reproductions is a printing company that likes 

a challenge. They also like a beautiful finished product. 

They’re always looking to combine the two, and will 

work tirelessly with you to do just that. 

brief To mark the 2012 holiday season, Flash 

Reproductions decided to send its clients a gift in the 

form of a handcrafted bottle of traditional-method 

sparkling wine. up inc. was asked to develop a design 

and write copy that would appropriately showcase 

Flash’s innovative glass-printing capabilities.





162 / foil stAmp
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000 — — Foil stamp —

8.75 × 5.75 PVc Vinyl, Translucent Fluorescent, Pink Best of category

printed by proof7

Invitation for Honor by RoAndCo Studio

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Roanne Adams / desiGneR Tadeu magalhães

ApproAch And solution using fluorescent pink vinyl in place of typical card stock, 

we foil stamped the bold text-based artwork in neon pink to create a fresh and  

striking invitation. The combination of neon shades and unusual materials made  

for a piece that was eye-catching and memorable. 

production lessons working with vinyl proved to be a complicated process. At 

first, we had issues with sourcing the exact material we needed in new York, as the 

suppliers did not have enough in stock to produce 2,000 invitations at the desired 

dimensions. we began by testing both blind embossing and foil stamping on the 

material. Blind embossing was not very successful in showing the details, and each 

foil brand reacted differently on the vinyl. After a few weeks of experimenting, 

we finally found a foil brand that adhered perfectly to the vinyl and achieved the 

desired effect. 

honor is a high-end women’s clothing brand led by 

designer Giovanna Randall in new York, nY. with no 

detail left untouched, every aspect of the brand aims 

to deliver luxury and sophistication. Honor translates 

the twentieth-century heritage of an old-world atelier 

in a wearable, visceral fashion.

brief For their Fall 2013 fashion show, Honor asked 

RoAndco to design a unique invitation that reflected 

the inspiration of the collection, which ranged from 

colorful gem stones to 1990s party culture, while also 

grabbing the attention of the fashion industry—all 

within a tight timeline and budget constraints. 

More on pages 11 and 15









166 / foil stAmp

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,100 — 1 duplex 

Foil stamp

—

9.25 × 5.875 neenah classic crest, canyon Brown, 130lb cover

printed by Accucolor plus, inc.

Greeting Card for Jessica Lagrange Interiors  
by Thirst/3st

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR And desiGneR Rick Valicenti

ApproAch And solution our approach is always aiming towards sublime design 

expressed through lovely typography.

production lessons marry the right paper with the right process and it will always 

look right. 

jessicA lAgrAnge interiors, based in chicago, iL,  

specializes in luxury interior design locally, nation-

ally, and internationally, with work as classic as  

it is current.

brief each year, Thirst/3st creates a unique design for 

Jessica Lagrange’s Valentine to their clients. The only 

requirement is to create something beautifully unique 

and with original typography.





168 / foil stAmp

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

3,000 — enVeLoPe 2 Foil stamp —

FLAT 28 × 5 

FinisHed 5 × 7

curious metallic, white Gold, 92lb

printed by metzgers, behrmAnn printing co., inc.

Holiday Card for Adrian College Office  
of Admissions by Adrian College

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR Joshua morey / coPYwRiTeRs Jennifer compton, Joshua morey, olivia Asiala

ApproAch And solution we aimed to rewrite a well-known holiday tale to engage 

the Adrian college community and appeal to prospective students and their fami-

lies. The choice to use gold foil stamping, metallic paper, and a long fold-out made 

the piece elegant and eye-catching. our end result was a well received holiday card 

that continues to make an impact after the holiday season.

production lessons since the card had a very large foil stamped area it was essen-

tial to work closely with our printers. making sure the foil would hold throughout 

all of our varied type and fine details, while controlling stamp through to the other 

side, was critical.

AdriAn college office of Admissions recruits prospec-

tive students to become part of the college as well a 

lifelong member of the Adrian family. Their projects are 

used to communicate with these students, their respec-

tive families, and the greater campus community.

brief The office of Admissions needed a fun and 

engaging card for the holiday season. we strived to 

have it stand out from the overload of stock festive 

greetings, while promoting school spirit.





170 / foil stAmp

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,000 — — Foil stamp —

5.75 × 5.75 classic crest, epic Black, 130lb cover

printed by rohner letterpress

Invitation for Skender Foundation 
by Froeter Design Co.

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR daniela markova soukup / cReATiVe diRecToR chris Froeter

ApproAch And solution our client is a sophisticated high-end construction 

company that created a foundation to support local organizations. That same level 

of sophistication and attention to detail was the focus of this highly detailed and 

beautifully finished invitation.

production lessons we worked with Rohner Letterpress, it was a breeze. 

skender foundAtion was built on the belief that 

everyone should have access to tools that help people 

make prosperous life decisions. This private founda-

tion helps deserving organizations provide support  

to causes impacting education and wellness.

brief create an invitation that breaks through  

the clutter.





172 / foil stAmp

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,500 — cmYK + 2 Foil stamp 

Aqueous matte 

varnish

—

2.75 × 3.75 Terraskin, dead matte finish, 4mm

printed by logo tech

Label for/by creativeplacement

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR,  desiGneR And PRoducTion Karl Heine / cReATiVe diRecToR,  coPYwRiTeR And weBsiTe  kHyal /  

HAndLeTTeReR Gerard Huerta  AdditionAl production credits  FoiL  sTAmPinG Precision Label corporation / LiVe comPs A2A studio solutions

ApproAch And solution we’ve always loved humor in marketing and advertising 

and we’re not immune to playing with words ourselves. so we bring you “creative 

Placemints”, a delicious play on words. The label needed a stylish retro feel with 

a modern twist. we used Terraskin for the substrate, which is highly sustainable. 

The main focus was to highlight the illustrated type with copper foil to achieve our 

desired effect. The matte varnish allowed the label to disappear so it looked like it 

was directly printed on the tin.

production lessons we ask a lot of questions when combining digital printing and 

foil stamping from two different vendors with a new stock and varnish. it was to the 

credit of Logo Tech to test run and stamp prior to final production. 

creAtiveplAcement provides 25 years of sustainable 

talent solutions. our expertise is in packaging, print, 

interactive, and advertising professionals. senior level 

through emerging talent building brands, agencies 

and design firms throughout the greater new York 

metro area. 

brief we wanted to show off the metallic nature of 

our illustrated type. Foil stamping was the only option.





174 / engrAving
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 — 2 — —

5.5 × 8.5 crane’s Lettra, Pearl white, 220lb

printed by Artistry engrAving compAny

Art Print for The Beauty of Engraving  
by Neenah Paper and Two Paperdolls

AdditionAl design credits  eXecuTiVe cReATiVe diRecToR Vanessa Kreckel / ART diRecToR Greg Ash / desiGneR christine mcmahon

ApproAch And solution To create something that would reference the history of en-

graving and inspire modern designers to use this print method. we designed custom 

lettering based on blackletter typography, and highlighted the extreme thicks and 

thins that you can achieve with this printing method. 

production lessons This project was a fun chance to explore the detailed lines 

that can be achieved with engraving.

neenAh pAper is recognized as a world-class manu-

facturer of premium writing, text, cover, specialty and 

private watermark papers.

brief The client asked us to create a campaign that 

would inspire modern-day designers to use this older 

print method. 





176 / digitAl
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

800 — cmYK + 3 — —

12.5 × 6 mohawk carnival and Via, Red, Vellum cyan and 

Rhodamine, 80lb text

printed by rider dickerson

Art Prints for AIGA Chicago and Unisource  
by Hexanine

AdditionAl design credits  concePT,  desiGneR,  And ART diRecToR Tim Lapetino / concePT And coPYwRiTeRs mike Peart, Ryan schulz  

ApproAch And solution The waveforms on the pieces are visual representations of 

unique voices paired in unlikely ways, like neil Armstrong’s famous “one small step for 

man” utterance mashed up with Lady Gaga proclaiming “let’s dance,” or Ronald Reagan 

calling out Gorbachev, combined with the band oasis. Printed on colored paper stocks 

with seven hits of ink, the waveform combinations yielded beautiful patterns and 

challenged audiences to add their own voices to the conversation surrounding design 

and its future. we wanted a piece that could be frame-worthy and also had an interest-

ing spin on using paper, content-wise.

production lessons we learned that registering the indigo presses with multiple 

inks isn’t bad if you have a great printer. we were also reminded that simple ideas 

aren’t always easy to execute. This was a relatively simple concept, but to create 

unique-looking audio waveforms, we had to find the right sound clips, edit the 

audio, and then export those visually—our waveform visuals were made up of 

hundreds of .75 pt line segments. our final custom art was made of hundreds of 

hand-manipulated points in illustrator, which was incredibly time-consuming.

AigA chicAgo is the local chapter of the larger 

national association for design, AiGA. AiGA cHi’s 

mission is to unite, educate, and advance the chicago 

design community. 

brief To celebrate the 23rd annual unisource Paper 

show in chicago, we worked alongside AiGA cHi to 

create a set of three art prints that would highlight the 

creativity of printing and paper, while also serving as 

a unique marketing piece for the chapter. 





178 / digitAl

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

100 — cmYK digital Printing —

3.5 × 1.75 × .25 cougar, 130lb cover

printed by the printing house

Business Cards for/by Joelle Wall

ApproAch And solution i designed these business cards to capture the attention 

of employers by creating a dimensional card that would stand out among others. At 

the time of production i had just recently graduated and i had a limited budget, so i 

decided to go with digital printing. The shape and scoring of the cards gives them a 

dimensional look, which accentuates the geometric pattern that spells out my name.

production lessons i learned from peer reaction and critique that while the cards 

do not use special printing techniques, they still serve the basic purpose of a busi-

ness card, and that i can still create something special with digital printing.  

joelle wAll is an art director and graphic designer 

from Toronto, on, canada.

brief design a business card for myself that encapsu-

lates my personality and design style.





180 / inkjet
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 limited edition — 2 — —

20 × 30 ePson enhanced, matte Paper, 192 gr/m2

printed by Art brokers, inc

Poster for PUBLIC Bikes by Volume Inc.

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToRs Adam Brodsley, eric Heiman 

ApproAch And solution our poster celebrates the friction of urban life and all of its 

polar, stop-and-go relationships.

production lessons The combination of pure inkjet red and pure inkjet green 

vibrates way more than we expected.

public is a san Francisco, cA-based bicycle and gear 

company. They design and sell urban bikes, along with 

accessories to make riding more enjoyable, practical, 

and chic.

brief contributors were asked to interpret the concept 

of “public” with a vision to reclaim urban streets, 

sidewalks, and spaces for walking, biking, and other 

social purposes. 





182 / other
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

250 28 1 Risograph saddle-stitched

5.875 × 5.25 munken, off-white, uncoated, 100gr/m2

printed by victory press

Book for/by Kelli Miller

ApproAch And solution Total Bummer examines the didactic emotional representa-

tion of human to machine interactions in stock photography. images of artificial 

and ambiguous frustrations involving people and their laptops are reduced to 8-bit 

binary illustrations and paired with search terms, creating an almost poetic juxtapo-

sition of meaninglessness, amusement, and misrepresentation.

production lessons The primary challenge for this project was finding the right 

printer. i wanted this publication to use an interesting, low-tech printing technique 

but it was self-funded and i didn’t have a large budget. Risograph was a great 

solution to achieve the look i was after but the machines are few and far between. i 

struggled to find a local vendor who was dedicated to simply printing work. i finally 

discovered Victory Press in London, uK. The risk of sending the project overseas with 

no way of proofing it was nerve-racking but proved to be needless—Victory nailed it. 

kelli miller is a Brooklyn, nY-based artist and 

designer working in motion, digital media, and print 

design. she is a graduate from cranbrook Academy 

of Art’s 2d design program and her artwork has been 

shown internationally. she teaches at Pratt and her 

clients have included Amc networks, nickelodeon, 

coke, and mTV.

brief This publication was created as part of my 

personal practice in which i confront our quotidian 

relationship to progress, digital technology, and com-

mercial culture. The goal was to create a small-run 

publication to distribute and sell at galleries, artist 

bookstores, and museums and extend my series of 

self-published books.
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cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  binding  dimensions  

rAnk  Add. techniques  pAper stock  

3,000 68 + 4p flysheets + 

4p cover

cmYK + 5 Perfect bound 9.5 × 13

Reticulating 

strikethrough dull/gloss 

satin, soft touch, and glitter uV varnish

sappi opus, Gloss, 120lb cover 

sappi opus, Gloss, 80lb cover 

neenah oxford, uV/ultra ii Translucent, 28lb

Best of category

printed by clAssic color

Brochure for Holly Hunt by Thirst/3st

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR Rick Valicenti / desiGneRs Rick Valicenti, Robyn Paprocki / PHoToGRAPHeR Tom Vack / iLLusTRAToRs  

John Pobojewski, cameron Brand

ApproAch And solution our approach is always aiming towards sublime design, 

expressed through lovely typography.

production lessons marry the right paper with the right process and it will always 

look right. 

holly hunt is known for a look that is consistently at 

the forefront of style and quality, and their showrooms 

and collections lead the industry in luxury home 

furnishings. The company designs, produces, and 

showcases custom made products including indoor and 

outdoor furniture, lighting, rugs, textiles, and leathers.

brief Holly Hunt wanted to create a keepsake 

brochure that would demonstrate the new direction 

of her brand. At the beginning of the process, Holly 

made mention that “the aliens have landed and they 

are pretty.”

More on page 28



Among the many special techniques and technolo-

gies that have been left behind in the transfer to 

a digital printing process is the science of printing 

varnishes. This piece is a blowout—a graphic over-

kill of varnish ideas—many of which i haven’t seen 

in use for over a generation. You could use this one 

piece as a “how to” textbook  showing how to use 

varnish to do almost anything. — Art chAntry

i loved leafing through this catalog because of its 

dense, rich color and more importantly the smart-

ly applied varnish. This sensual catalog begs to be 

looked at again and again. — dAvid dodde

The production value (photo/design/print) was 

great. The mix and match of stocks, inks, and var-

nishes just made this piece feel like a sculpture in 

your hands. — pum lefebure

The striking varnish work elevates the exquisite 

beauty of the brochure’s photography and furni-

ture design. — brAd murph

The printing and explorative use of varnishes 

here shines like expensive jewelry. — dj stout
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  binding  dimensions  

rAnk  Add. techniques  pAper stock  

3,000 40 + 4p cover cmYK + 4 Perfect bound 8 × 12

strikethrough dull 

Glitter coating 

Reticulating 

Pearl uV and Gloss uV varnishes

sappi opus, Gloss, 120lb cover 

sappi opus, Gloss, 100lb cover 

sappi opus, Gloss, 80lb cover

printed by clAssic color

Brochure for Maya Romanoff by Thirst/3st

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR And desiGneR Rick Valicenti

ApproAch And solution our approach is always aiming towards sublime design, 

expressed through lovely typography.

production lessons marry the right paper with the right process and it will always 

look right. 

mAyA romAnoff is a leading manufacturer of innova-

tive wall coverings and surfacing materials in the 

world of design.

brief This is essentially a brochure about a rather 

small factory in a northern suburb of chicago, iL. The 

maya Romanoff working environment is clean and 

eco-friendly. The employees are dedicated to making 

and designing the finest crafted wall coverings in the 

world. in response, the brochure needed to tell the 

story of their factory.

More on page 44





188 / lAser
cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

100 limited edition 13 cmYK — —

7.5 × 9.2 × .5 coVeR Linmaster, Finewhite, 260gr/m2 

PAcKAGinG Linmaster, Finewhite, 300gr/m2

printed by kisAh publishing

Calendar for Self-promotion by Egghead

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Adam mulyadi / desiGneR Josephine Tan

ApproAch And solution The theme of this calendar is “not everything is as it 

seems.” The reason we thought of this concept was to represent our current condition 

where we may be a new player in the neighborhood but we strive to be different and 

out of the box. 

production lessons The challenge was to precisely match the cover and pages to 

be in line. it took months of trials and errors to find the best final product. 

eggheAd is a branding consultancy based in Jakarta,  

indonesia. They started two years ago as freelancers, 

but last year they officially opened their shop and called 

it egghead because they love to have mental activities 

in the office—be that boardgames or other quizzes. 

brief To mark our great first year we wanted to thank 

all of our clients by giving them a gift that would 

forever change their perception about design. 
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

125 — — — —

9 × 6 60lb cover

printed by jAson lynch

Save the Date and Wedding Invitation  
for Jason and Robin by Jason Lynch

ApproAch And solution i experimented with several ways to create something 

that was three dimensional. After a lot of trial and error i used a system where the 

paper is held together with slots. This approach is easy to assemble and worked on 

a number of shapes. After i made a basic shape that worked, i was able to go back 

in and add detail. we got engaged on a bike ride and picnic, and that became the 

theme for the save the date. our wedding was at the Green Building in Brooklyn, nY. 

i used the building as the main structure of the invitation and illustrated our party 

on the inside.

production lessons i learned a lot of what was possible in the amount of time i 

had. it was a tedious process figuring out what i could do so the piece would stand 

and fit into an envelope. The nice thing is after i figured out the general system  

i can translate that into other projects. 

robin And jAson, bride and groom.

brief For our wedding we wanted something fun 

that told our story. it was important that we had our 

personalities come across and do something that 

wasn’t a conventional invitation. we also needed to 

save money and fortunately we have a laser engraver 

at work. i wanted to create something i could do my 

self, only using the engraver. 
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 limited edition — 1 — —

25 × 19 French Paper muscletone, Black, 140lb cover

printed by two wheel design (lAser) And work/plAy (silkscreen)

Poster for ARTCRANK STL by Simon Lam Design

ApproAch And solution From the get-go i wanted to create a typographic design 

and not have the expected bicycle illustration or someone/something riding a 

bicycle, but still be bike-inspired. i have always liked the pattern from the spokes so i 

recreated them using an amazing and fitting excerpt from Queen’s “Bicycle Race.” The 

silkscreened tracks in the background help make the connection with the visual and 

i decided to have all type laser cut so that each buyer can utilize whatever paper they 

desire as backing to show through the laser cut, just like how they would customize 

their own bike.

production lessons while laser cutting is pretty much limitless, i should still 

consider the amount and size of details and not overwork the laser cut machine—

fortunately, the process was painless.

ArtcrAnk stages live events featuring bicycle-inspired 

posters created by local artists, and uses creativity to 

change the way people think about bicycles and grow 

the cycling community. Through their cause Partner 

program, they also raise thousands of dollars a year 

for local, national, and international charities.

brief create a hand-made, bike-inspired poster to be 

donated and sold at ARTcRAnK sTL 2013.
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cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000  

limited edition

120 + cover  

+ paper bag

cmYK silkscreen 

die-cut 

uV Varnish

mAGAZine  

Perfect bound 

BAG stitched

9.25 × 14.37 × 2.95 BAG Kraft Paper 

splendorgel 300gr/m2 cover 

splendorgel, uncoated, 100gr/m2

Best of category

printed by kingbrown mAgAzine And morning breAth

Book/Magazine/Toy Skateboard for/by  
Kingbrown Magazine and Morning Breath

AdditionAl design credits  mike Giant / Grotesk / Andy Jenkins / Jay Howell / dave Kinsey / Kevin Lyons / Greg Lamarche / Tommy Guerrero / 

cycle / Pontus Alv / Razauno / stefan marx / steve Gourlay / Zach malfa-Kowalski / Ben Horton

ApproAch And solution Printed with quality in mind, each page is a collectible 

item, individually sealed and packaged. now in its 8th edition, Kingbrown has 

achieved worldwide success and is now available for the first time in the u.s.

production lessons The biggest challenge is always dealing with people in multiple 

countries. Printers, artists, collaborators, distribution, or ourselves. communication is 

key and we wish we were better at it. 

kingbrown is a limited edition periodical—somewhere 

between a book, a magazine, and an art zine. each 

issue is handcrafted, delivered inside a silkscreened 

brown bag which is designed and curated by some 

of the world’s leading innovators of photography, 

illustration, skateboard art, and design.

brief Kingbrown is west Australian slang for a 

longneck beer—a 40oz. inside Kingbrown you will find 

profiles and interviews that take you on a twisted 

journey inside the studios and minds of some of our 

very talented friends, with the aim of keeping you in-

spired and connected to the subcultures we love most. 

See more on page 10



contemporary magazine design has become a 

confusing mosh of images and type and color and 

photo and lettering. it’s as if most magazines are 

created by dumping all the contents (ads and all) 

into a paper bag, shaking it all up, and spilling 

it onto the page. This piece seems to achieve the 

impossible in contemporary magazine design: 

coherence. it still uses everything under the sun 

in its execution— crazy images and hand-worked 

lettering and an “anything goes” attitude. But it 

adheres to a rigid layout formatting that defies 

the rest of the publication’s wild appearance. 

The tension created by that classical page layout 

contrasting with the organic freedom of the im-

agery makes this work actually look like a ReAL 

magazine. Bravo! — Art chAntry

This magazine is awesomeness —art/skateboard/

interviews— great font use and layout and hand-

somely produced. — brAd murph

This is totally rad. — dj stout
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,000 804 + cover + 3p flap BooK cmYK + 2 sLiPcAse Foil stamp Glued

6.69 × 9.45 × 2.4 dacosta, 100gr/m2 

sirio Perla, 140gr/m2 

munken, Polar, 150gr/m2 

munken, Lynx, 80gr/m2 

Luxomagic, 130gr/m2

printed by lenoirschuring

Book for/by Éditions Non Standard

AdditionAl design credits  AuTHoRs And ediToRs elodie Boyer, Jean segui / concePT And PHoToGRAPHeR elodie Boyer / desiGneR And iLLusTRAToR 

Patrick doan / AssisTAnTs morgann Lechat, Jeremy Glatre  AdditionAl production credits  RisoGRAPHie  nijmegsee universele / BindinG Patist

ApproAch And solution Lettres du Havre plays on the dual meaning of the word 

“letters.” As typefaces, signs, logotypes on the one hand, and fictional letters (love 

letters, letters to relatives, professional letters, administrative letters…) on the other 

hand, in order to investigate the role of identities in a city, the evolution of brand 

design and signage, the interactions between social state and graphic signs. it is an 

entertaining book aimed at making everybody interested in the strong influence of 

graphic signs in a city. The book is an alternative city guide, a collection of endan-

gered signs, a piece of life, and a tribute to Le Havre. 

production lessons The binding of the book was the most difficult thing to 

achieve because of the 402 loose sheets, 2-page formats and the five different  

papers (from 80gr to 150gr), making actually two intertwined books. The pleasure  

of doing and sharing was our best motto, with mutual respect between all the 

players in the project (authors, editors, designer, printer, binder). 500 books were 

numbered via laser burn.

Éditions non stAndArd is a publishing company look-

ing for a special resonance between the textual and 

the visual. They wish to exhibit what graphic design, 

papers, and printing can add to projects. They look for 

pleasure in doing and sharing discoveries.

brief we wanted to read a fictional letter within a 

spread of photos of typefaces. This was the starting 

point for the whole book concept and outcome. This 

gave us freedom when conceiving the book. we 

wanted to exhibit photographs on a reportage mode 

and to make an echo to Le Havre architecture (concrete 

> rough cardboard).

See more on page 13
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,200 196 + cover cmYK spot gloss varnish Perfect bound

5 × 8 × .5 coVeR Plike, Graphite, 122lb 

inTeRioR cougar, natural, 70lb text

printed by premier grAphics

Magazine for Western Washington University  
by Catherine Dimalla

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToRs catherine Renee dimalla, erik Fenner / desiGneR catherine Renee dimalla

ApproAch And solution i found it important to highlight the year of the publica-

tion in some visual fashion because of the fact that the staff cycles each school 

year. For me, 2012 was a year of apocalyptic themes and the submitted writing also 

displayed a somber tone. i chose to use subtle mayan motifs and gold foil to give the 

book a historical tome-like appeal; the hide and reveal of a spot varnish added a 

level of darkness and mystery. The printed books fit together in puzzle like fashion 

to create a bigger picture pattern that also adds to the cryptic quality.

production lessons i took on Jeopardy magazine knowing full well that i would 

have little production guidance and that i would have to work as a one man 

design show, but i was still game. There’s nothing like having co-workers who 

are just as passionate about the project as you are, even if they aren’t designers. 

we pushed our budget to the last penny and, in the end, we sacrificed full color 

interiors for just two select signatures to showcase artwork in order to be able to 

do a run of foil and varnish. 

jeopArdy mAgAzine is the literary and fine arts 

publication of western washington university that 

showcases the unique creative works of the university 

community. Their goal is to present western’s best 

works of the literary and fine arts as part of a cohe-

sive, progressive, and engaging collection. 

brief As lead print and web designer of the 2012 

staff, i established an own-able identity through 

various touch points including web and promotional 

pieces. i made it my mission to amplify Jeopardy’s 

public image through production while also properly 

representing the year of the publication and the tone 

of the work submitted.
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quantity produced  page count  number of colors  add. techniques  binding  

rank  dimensions  paper stock  

300 limited edition 8 + cover 2 — Side stapled

11 × 15.5 Cover French Paper Pop-Tone, Sour Apple, cover 

French Paper Pop-Tone, Blue raspberry, cover 

French Paper Construction, Safety orange, cover 

French Paper Construction, Fuse Green, cover 

InTerIor neenah Classic Crest, text

printed by kindra murphy

Book for Self-promotion by Kindra Murphy

additional production credits  rISoGrAPh PrInTInG Brian Walbergh

approach and solution route 12 was a main east–West thoroughfare, but has been 

superseded by Interstates 90 and 94. My approach was to let the content drive the 

outcome and format. I silhouetted elements in my photographs to create thousands 

of forms, giving me the opportunity to create new relationships in a new order; these 

high contrast images were suited for the risograph—an intentionally low-budget 

printing method. This is the first issue and was a give-away at my sabbatical opening. 

production lessons The main challenge was editing, since I collected an enormous 

amount of content. other than that, there were printing complications on a risograph  

printer. I expected imperfections such as inconsistent ink coverage and off registered 

images, but there was unforeseen tracking from the rollers which was a bit of disap-

pointment. I would definitely do a presscheck and buy more paper next time around. 

kindra murphy is a graphic designer and Associate 

Professor of Graphic Design at Minneapolis College 

of Art and Design. She designs art publications for 

non-profits, self-initiated projects, and educational 

materials geared towards young audiences. 

brief over the course of my recent sabbatical, I trav-

eled a section of U.S. route 12 and photographed the 

signage of once-flourishing businesses. The publica-

tion attempts to catalogue my personal interests in 

roadside culture, vernacular signage, and other odd 

text/image relationships. 
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

2,500 32 + cover cmYK + 8 Glow in the dark saddle-stitched

8.25 × 11.75 mohawk Look, smooth Finish, Pure white,  

100lb text  

mohawk Look, smooth Finish, Pure white,  

80lb cover

printed by flAsh reproductions

Magazine for/by Flash Reproductions

AdditionAl design credits  PARTneR david walker  AdditionAl production credits  PResidenT Rich Pauptit / diRecToR,  sALes And mARKeTinG  

derek emerson

ApproAch And solution see what happens each month when design studios are 

given full creative control as each issue continues to be an unpredictable expression 

of creativity.

production lessons The initial dimensional emboss die was too aggressive, either 

tearing through the paper under proper pressure or not producing enough depth 

when backing off the pressure. A new die was created to produce the desired effect. 

flAsh reproductions is widely considered to be 

canada’s most innovative and versatile print produc-

tion facility, collaborating with brilliant designers to 

produce award-winning results since 1969. 

brief each month Flash Reproductions collaborates 

with a prominent canadian design studio (given full 

creative control) to produce a new issue of wayward 

Arts filled with innovative design and specialty 

printing techniques. created to inspire the design 

community by showcasing the pure unfiltered spirit 

of graphic design.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,500 32 + cover +  

dust cover

wRAP cmYK 

coVeR 1/1 

inTeRioR 2/2

— Perfect bound

6 × 8.5 French Paper dur-o-Tone, Butcher white and 

newsprint 

French Paper Pop-Tone, chocolate

printed by zAk sAlly/lA mAno press, studio on fire (letterpress), And peAk printing (offset)

Comic Book for/by PanelVision

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR,  wRiTeR,  And iLLusTRAToR erik T. Johnson

ApproAch And solution i wanted to combine my design experience and love of 

papers and printing with the desire to produce an adventure comic book that i might 

enjoy with my son. i chose to finance through Kickstarter so i could have complete 

control of production details and experiment with form.

production lessons i was able to raise what i thought was a reasonable budget  

to produce this project as well as several posters and prints, and i was able to stick to  

the budget, but had to marry high-end paper and letterpress printing with low end 

offset production. i was unable to control the low-end printing to the level i am used 

to as a professional designer but on the flip side i was working within a pre-digital 

mindset for the aesthetic, so my comic art was very forgiving of production flaws. 

overall i was very satisfied though! 

pAnelvision is a start-up independent comics publisher 

dedicated to high-end publishing using regional paper 

and printers. PanelVision was established through the 

Kickstarter grant that made The outliers comic possible.

brief i crowd-funded The outliers, and made a 

commitment to finish the full comic book, print it 

beautifully, and use quality American papers. i also 

committed to including character concepts suggested 

by my backers, which became the detailed drawings 

on the cover and inside cover.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 112 + cover +  

end sheets

cmYK + 1 —  smythe-sewn with 

exposed spine

9 × 9 × .625 new Leaf, everest white, 80lb 

mohawk Antique Loop, milkweed, 80lb

printed by ArizonA lithogrAphers And letterpress finesse

Book for Confluencenter for Creative Inquiry  
by The University of Arizona, School of Art

AdditionAl design credits  Jonathan Black, Kelly Leslie, ellen mcmahon  AdditionAl production credits  PRoJecT cooRdinAToR And PRoducTion 

mAnAGeR ellen mcmahon / BindeR Roswell Bookbinding

ApproAch And solution one goal of the project was to explore ways different 

disciplines—art, science, and design—approach the same topic: a local dry riverbed. 

The cover illustrates this concept. The line on the front reads as a river but on the back 

cover, when x and y axes are added, the same line represents the declining water 

table, the demise of a river. This book is the container for student, faculty, and com-

munity work addressing local water issues. it was produced as sustainably as possible 

with design and production working together in service of concept and content. 

production lessons one of the things that went wrong: The cover boards were 

delivered from the bindery to the school of Art when i wasn’t there on a shipping 

palette that wouldn’t fit in the Art building door. over 1,000 loose boards were 

stacked in the Art office. i had to check each one individually for grain direction, and 

pack them into my small car to get them to the letterpress shop. The biggest printing 

challenges were balancing the tones on the black and white fine art photography 

and achieving good color reproductions overall on the 100% Pcw uncoated stock. 

confluencenter for creAtive inquiry is a humanities 

institute at The university of Arizona, whose mission is 

to enrich the collaborative atmosphere for innovative  

research and interdisciplinary endeavors across 

campus and beyond. They provided funding for the 

research project and this subsequent publication.

brief The primary goal of the initial project was to 

understand (and teach our students about) local water 

and its relationship to global climate through our prac-

tices of art, design, architecture, and creative writing. 

we hope the resulting book will raise awareness of the 

importance of this precious natural resource.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 72 + cover cmYK coVeR Leather wrap and branding iron 

inLAY matte varnish

Perfect bound 12.7 × 8 ×.6 coVeR Leather

inTeRioR scandia 2000 white, matte

printed by billes tryckeri

Book for Volvo Trucks by Dear Friends

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR claes Pettersson / coPYwRiTeR daniel Röjnemark / GRAPHic  ARTisT Karl isaksson / AccounT diRecToR 

Alexander sintorn

ApproAch And solution worldtrucker is, as implied by the name, a global brand 

and as such it needs to communicate its brand’s values as clearly and simply as 

possible—more often than not in a non-verbal fashion. And what better way to do so 

than in a leather-bound volume that is, literally, branded with a real, honest-to-god, 

bespoke branding iron. You should be able to get a fair sense of the brand even if 

you just glance at the book from a distance.

production lessons do not underestimate the time and effort it takes to work with 

a truly global brand. oh, and real leather is expensive. And fun. 

worldtrucker is an online community for truckdriv-

ers, a Facebook for truckers if you will, powered by 

Volvo Trucks. 

brief our task was to produce a communication 

platform—a cookbook that flushes out and clarifies the 

brand to all its stakeholders. it is designed to set the 

tone, voice, and direct the brand’s communication for a 

long time to come. 
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,000 — cmYK/1 Triplex 

Foil stamp

—

2 × 2 cougar cover, smooth, 22pt 

cougar cover, Black, 18pt

printed by duotone grAphics

Business Card for/by Projektor Brand Image

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR John Furneaux / desiGneR david Adams  AdditionAl production credits  michael cambridge

ApproAch And solution As the card was intended to be a homage to an old pho-

tographic slide we wanted the core image to feel that it was on a different plane 

than the surface of the paper. By both debossing and applying a clear foil over the 

4-color printing we were able to give the image a sense that it was distinct from 

its background.

production lessons The biggest challenge was getting the pressure of the triplex 

right. Too much glue and pressure and the cards became thin and the deboss got 

flattened out—not enough and the three pieces started to come apart (as they did on 

the first run). The lesson coming out of this is to always give yourself enough time for 

trial and error when working on a technique that is new to your printer and finisher. 

projektor is an image brand agency—one that helps 

shape what people see and experience in a brand.  

using innovative communications channels and tools, 

it brings its clients’ brands to life through powerful 

and memorable expressions. 

brief create a distinctive and memorable business 

card for a new branding agency. one that references 

the expressions and mediums of today while paying 

homage to the platforms of the past.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

3,000-5,000 — cmYK +1 Airbrush —

3.5 × 2 neenah classic crest, Avalanche white, 130lb

printed by crosstech communicAtions

Business Card for/by Bright Bright Great

AdditionAl design credits  Jason schwart, drew Rios, Alex sheyn  AdditionAl production credits  AiRBRusHinG Alex sheyn

ApproAch And solution The purpose was to simplify our internal brand while 

creating something minimal and classic.

production lessons we tried creating a new process during the printing of this 

project, using 500 ink prints as a negative and doing a digital letterpress imprint. 

digital imprint, fail. 

bright bright greAt is a full-service creative agency 

located in chicago, iL, focused on improving visual cul-

ture through creativity and functional problem-solving.

brief simplify the BBG internal brand.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 limited edition — 1 — —

30 × 12 Felt

printed by pitchfork

Pennants for Pitchfork Music Festival by Pitchfork

AdditionAl design credits  mike Renaud

ApproAch And solution we follow the RGB theme of our overall festival to make it 

more special, made one pennant for each day of the festival, and silkscreened them 

by hand.

production lessons it takes a lot longer to silkscreen pennants than we thought; 

we ended up frantically silkscreening the morning of the festival. 

pitchfork music festivAl is a three-day festival that 

takes place at union Park each summer in chicago, 

iL, presenting 40+ bands, highlighting the best in 

emerging music. since 2006, this independently run 

festival has consistently proven to be one of the 

most welcoming, reasonably priced, and rewarding 

weekends of music around.

brief we were aiming to create fun souvenirs of the 

festival that went beyond the typical poster or tee.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

20,000 31 + cover 4 coVeR Foil stamp saddle-stitched  

using wire

3.5 × 4.5 ×.25 coVeR mohawk classic Linen, 80lb cover  

inTeRioR cougar smooth white, 60lb text

printed by lowitz & sons inc.

Booklet/Guide for Pitchfork Music Festival  
by Pitchfork

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR mike Renaud / desiGneR molly Butterfoss

ApproAch And solution The convenience of our festival app almost makes the 

guide concept obsolete. we can’t assume everyone has a smart phone, and service 

is typically touch and go with so many people in one spot. For this reason, we sized 

them to fit snugly in the back pocket of a pair of jeans.

production lessons The biggest challenge was gathering and editing all of the 

content in a very short amount of time. For the Paris festival, we learned the first year 

that it gets very expensive to ship and insure these if you print them in the u.s.! 

pitchfork music festivAl is a three-day festival that 

takes place at union Park each summer in chicago, 

iL, presenting 40+ bands, highlighting the best in 

emerging music. since 2006, this independently run 

festival has consistently proven to be one of the 

most welcoming, reasonably priced, and rewarding 

weekends of music around.

brief we were aiming to create physical guides that 

would be convenient for festival attendees, and also 

something that was special enough that it wouldn’t 

be left behind to create waste. we wanted something 

beautiful that would stand the test of time, not only for 

attendees’ personal ephemera, but also so we could con-

tinue to make editions every year in the same format.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

15,000 37 + cover cmYK + Pms die-cut 

Beveled emboss 

Blind emboss 

deboss 

Foil stamp 

Perforation

Glued 10.625 × 8.125 neenah environment, 26 different colors in  

various weights and finishes

printed by fey printing

Paper Promotion for Neenah Paper  
by Chen Design Associates

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Joshua c. chen / ART diRecToRs Joshua c. chen, max spector / desiGneRs max spector, Jordan  

cullen, Ryan Bosse, Javier Garcia, morgan marcani, wes mitchell, Joshua c. chen / iLLusTRAToRs max spector, Jordan cullen, Ryan Bosse, Javier 

Garcia / coPYwRiTeRs stephanie orma, max spector, Joshua c. chen

ApproAch And solution creative (un)Blocks was conceived as a reference tool for 

designers, an antidote to the challenges inherent to working. The recipient literally 

breaks the slab into four separate booklets, each representing a stage in the creative 

process: study, play, connect, and make. utilizing many styles and tones of voice, each 

booklet showcases various printing techniques on environment’s line of premium 

post-consumer papers in a wide range of colors and finishes. The entire promotion 

explores and mirrors back the myriad ways designers break through creative blocks.

production lessons Production Lesson 01: Trying to design a book that prints using 

four color process, digital opaque inks, and 45 spot colors, is immensely difficult. 

Production Lesson 02: Fey Printing kicks serious ass. 

neenAh pAper is an Atlanta-based, world-class 

manufacturer of premium and specialty papers 

committed to minimizing environmental impact. 

ensuring paper remains a vital and vibrant medium 

of expression, they develop new technologies and 

sustainable practices to meet the needs of designers, 

consumers, printers, and merchants.

brief neenah Paper recognized chen design Associates  

at the forefront of using their enViRonmenT® Papers 

for high-visibility clients. wanting to elevate this line 

of sustainable products, papers they’ve produced long 

before it was in vogue, cdA created a promotion that 

captivates and engages those who specify paper.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,500 

500 boxed

180 + 4p cover + box cmYK + 1 matte and gloss dry trap varnish 

Gilt edging

Perfect bound sewn 12.2 × 12.2 × 1.3 coVeR notturno Basic, Black, 450gr/m2 

inTeRioR Hanno silk, 200gr/m2 

BoX notturno Basic, Black, 140gr/m2

printed by geon print perth

Exhibition Catalogue for Wesfarmers Limited  
by Bronwyn Rogers Design Studio

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR Bronwyn Rogers  AdditionAl production credits  PRinTeR ian smith / FoiL  sTAmPinG intafoil / BoX classic  

Book Binders

ApproAch And solution A typographic solution was developed using the concept of 

stars sparkling in the sky, as this best represented light and dark simultaneously. A 

range of reflective finishes such as metallic inks, foiling, varnishes, and gilt edging 

were employed throughout to play with light. diagonal lines were used to represent 

light beams which then morph into geometric star patterns. These patterns were 

then printed with subtle clear varnishes, only to reveal themselves on certain 

angles when catching the light.

production lessons when doing intricate foiling it helps to make your foil block 

thicker as the acid can shrink the block in particularly fine areas. Gilt edging is a 

very manual process and not a particularly delicate one, the books are placed in 

a clamp and then sanded, so some of the foil and paper shards can spray into the 

pages if not done carefully. 

wesfArmers limited houses the preeminent corporate 

collections of Australian Art and reflects the vision of 

successive wesfarmers managing directors in develop-

ing, supporting, and sharing such a major artistic 

resource with the wider community.

brief The Luminous world exhibition brings together 

over 50 different artists’ contemporary works from the 

wesfarmers collection of Australian Art in a conversa-

tion about light or the absence of. There were many 

references to celestial bodies within the exhibition—

the challenge was to represent the ephemeral quality 

of light and bring the eclectic exhibition together as a 

coherent whole without overpowering the artwork. 
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,500 split between 

three names

— 2 spot tinted varnish 

overall flood soft touch 

Laser-cut 

die-cut 

Lenticular insert

— 3.5 × 1.75 curious skin, Black and white 

cougar, 160lb cover

printed by Ac printing (offset) And lAser excel (lAser-cut)

Business Card for/by REACTOR Design Studio

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe cHucK noRRis  clifton Alexander / cReATiVe diRecToR chase wilson / desiGneR Julie sebby

ApproAch And solution we chose a simple black-to-white flip which makes the 

Reactor name almost disappear on the black paper. we also chose to embed the 

lenticular piece inside the card to give it sense of depth and mystery. The black side 

of the card then contrasts directly with the fluorescent orange side. The receiver of the 

card continually flips it from one side to the other, creating an awesome interaction.

production lessons Lenticular is very finicky, so we had to order several different 

batches of lenticular prints before the effect worked the way we wanted it to. And 

because of the glossy nature of the lenticular ribs, it reacts differently in different 

lighting, which is much more noticeable on such a small piece of lenticular. This 

card overall was very technically complicated to get the registration right and to get 

all the layers to look good together without it being gaudy. we also had to use a very 

thick middle layer of 160lb cougar, because of the thickness of the lenticular. 

reActor is a design studio that focuses on branding 

and print design based out of Kansas city, mo.

brief we have become somewhat known for the 

business cards that we have created for ourselves 

and clients throughout the years. so when we set  

out to create these cards, they had to be special.  

we wanted to use materials like lenticular in a way 

that it’s not typically used, while keeping the cards 

simple and legible. 
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

250 limited edition 168 + cover 1 duplex 

Foil stamp

smythe-sewn 

Hand-glued cover

3 × 5 × 2 BoX chipboard, 26pt 

decK mohawk carnival, Vellum, stellar white and new Black, 120lb 

BooK Leather, Black 

inTeRioR domtar Husky smooth, opaque white, 60lb

printed by rohner letterpress

Tarot Card Package for/by Hal Kugeler

AdditionAl production credits  chicago Press corporation / A&H Bindery

ApproAch And solution Hal wanted a package that was elegant but not fussy,  

classic but not dated. The chipboard cover contrasts with the buttery leather cover, 

and the black ink with the unusual gunmetal-metallic foil.

production lessons The biggest challenge was keeping track of all the moving 

parts and making sure that when they were all brought together. The whole set in-

volves foil stamping, letterpress, offset, die-cutting, binding the book, hand-gluing, 

and hand-trimming the covers on substrates that vary pretty dramatically from each 

other. Like many of the most well-designed projects, the seeming simplicity of the 

finished piece masks a very complicated production chain. 

hAl kugeler specializes in high-quality printed 

publications, books, and catalogues. He spent nearly 

a decade as the director of Publications and design at 

chicago’s museum of contemporary Art. 

brief As a personal project, Hal designed and illus-

trated an entire tarot deck, drawing inspiration from 

art sources both ancient and modern.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

6,000 — 2 — —

5 × 7 mohawk Via Vellum, Bright white, 80lb cover

printed by century direct

Invitation for Apollo Theater Foundation  
by Rogers Eckersley Design

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToRs sam eckersley, stuart Rogers / desiGneR Jane Huschka / iLLusTRAToR Joe Brown  AdditionAl production 

credits  Lisa Fuchs

ApproAch And solution Knowing that time was tight (and without a name to 

hang a hat on), Red crafted a Harlem-inspired spring campaign based on carnation 

iconography and legends of Apollo past. As the event neared and honorees were 

announced, the floral motif was incorporated with black and white photography to 

produce a lively background that literally screamed party from the first reveal.

production lessons it’s always a balancing act when working within the parame-

ters of a non-profit printing budget and trying to appeal to the gala crowd aesthetic. 

while the invitation itself is a simple, two-color affair, the accordion wrap fold and 

die-cut add an element of subtle richness. 

Apollo theAter foundAtion is a non-profit organiza-

tion dedicated to the preservation and development 

of the legendary Apollo Theater. Host of world-class 

live performances and education programs, the Apollo 

honors and advances the contributions of African-

American artists, as well as emerging creative voices.

brief expand the Apollo brand to create a buzz-worthy 

spring Gala invitation for the non-corporate, new York 

city socialite crowd.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,000 — cmYK Foil tipping —

2 × 3.5 100% Recycled Brown Kraft natural, 18pt

printed by jukeboxprint

Business Card for Tin Can Photography by Ksenia

ApproAch And solution The business card design perfectly reflects Tin can 

Photography. with their documentary yet fun approach to capturing life’s moments, 

the card stays true to the brand. The bold combination of black and red and retro-

inspired logo make the card memorable.

production lessons Tin can Photography went through thorough research to  

ensure that the logo will be implemented in the vertical layout. The readability was 

an important factor, which determined the color combination of the business card. 

tin cAn photogrAphy based in Atlanta, GA, specializes 

in photojournalistic wedding photography. owner and 

photographer erin sintos pulls from her background in 

film studies and previous career in journalism to create 

images that evoke emotion and tell a story personal to 

each couple on their big day.

brief The client asked to redesign the existing Tin 

can Photography identity, while keeping in mind the 

overall playful look of the brand. 



PHoTos by Tin can Photography
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

100 6 + cover cmYK + 1 offset 

Foil stamp 

die-cut 

spot varnish

Glued — Gmund savanna, Glowing makassar, 310gr/m2 

Gmund savanna, Bubinga, caracara,300gr/m2

printed by pixeltech

Wedding Invitation for Wieke and Cortez by Kartoe

ApproAch And solution The team was trying to translate the couple’s stories and 

nature-loving personalities into their wedding stationery. The clients had specifically 

requested to have four major phases of their stories to be told in watercolor paintings 

without looking too childish. we came up with an accordion style invite that features 

their watercolored paintings and the wood-textured papers on both of their statio-

nery covers and envelope for that back-to-nature look.

production lessons when we tried to foil-stamp the black foil onto the savannah 

paper, it was so highly textured that the foil appeared cracked on the surface. we 

managed to solve the issue by printing black ink on the savanna paper and stamp-

ing the printed area with transparent foil for consistency.

wieke And cortez are a lovely couple from indonesia 

and America respectively, who were getting hitched 

in singapore. They specifically chose to wed at a 

restaurant in singapore that is right in the middle of 

an island surrounded by a vast forest of trees.

brief They wanted us to illustrate their story in a 

comically abstract format, from the day they met in 

Bali until the day they decided to get married. They 

wanted to explore watercolored illustrations and 

nature-inspired papers, which strongly represent their 

nature-loving personalities.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

60 6 cmYK die-cut 

Laser-cut

Glued

FLAT 13 ×3.7 × .12 

cLosed 4.3 × 6.7 × .35

munken Pure, 300gr/m2  

printed by blueprint Ag (offset), mxm digitAl service gmbh (digitAl), stigler gmbh (die-cut And lAser-cut)

Wedding Invitation for Sabrina and Hubert  
by Die exklusiven Einladungskarten

ApproAch And solution i envisioned a wedding invitation as fun as Alice in 

wonderland: whimsical, surprising, funny, with a pop-up, something to twist, turn 

or open up. making the guests scream with excitement and wanting them to be part 

of this unique Aiw-themed wedding event. The invite should be like a book, for you 

to unlock with the attached key, turn the handle and discover many things. By using 

a letterfold card to unfold and to go about like a discovery tour, each page contains a 

different technique, all the movable parts are in different languages. The pocket watch 

contains a turning wheel showing all the basic information, a bottle to pull and push 

comprises the invitation and program, a pop up castle shows the accommodation, and 

other devices show dress code and breakfast.

production lessons The challenges were manifold! Bring in as many funny, surpris-

ing features and techniques as possible, like die-cut, laser-cut, pop-up, turning wheel, 

something to pull and push. The whole process: the layout, combining more than fifty 

separate pieces, three languages, all necessary information, a portrait of the bride and 

groom, the Alice in wonderland theme… Then the production had to have really tight 

registration to appropriately match the design (front and back) with the die-cut form 

and laser-cut file, in order to assemble it and have all the parts functioning correctly, 

while pulling, turning, or opening the flap with the pop-up castle. 

sAbinA And hubert, bride and groom.

brief The couple wanted to get married with an Alice 

in wonderland theme since they are living in London, 

uK, and Alice is a favorite of theirs. The bride is German, 

the groom is French, they live in Great Britain, and were 

getting married in winter in a castle in the Alps.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

800 24+ cover + envelope 2 silkscreen 

Foil stamp 

die-cut 

Perforation 

water-based varnish

stitched 16.53 × 11.69 coVeR Aspire white, 300gr/m2 

inTeRioR Aspire white, 130gr/m2 

enVeLoPe Kishu nachi, Black, 124gr/m2

printed by dominie press

Calendar for XTRA by &Larry

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Larry Peh / desiGneR Lee weicong

ApproAch And solution we wanted a calendar that is well-designed and very 

useful—a response to typical designer calendars which often sacrifice function for 

form. The title, “designed for every Tom, dick & Larry”, is a pun on a common saying 

that draws a humorous link to the studio’s name while emphasizing the calendar’s 

functionality for anyone and everyone. despite the minimalist approach, the cal-

endar provides a considerable amount of useful information: public holidays, term 

breaks, and even chinese lunar dates. As a subtle reminder, the title block is printed 

on the reverse side, giving a hint of our design mission through the pages.

production lessons dense black lithographic printing on black stock was a first for 

both the printer and the studio. we had to control the density of the ink to ensure 

the text was subtle but still legible. 

xtrA is one of singapore’s leading and pioneering 

retailers of designer furnishing.

brief we were commissioned by XTRA to inaugurate a 

designer calendar series—one that is in line with their 

brand ethos as an advocate of good, functional design.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

250 52 + cover +  

5p foldout

cmYK — saddle-sewn  

threading

3 × 5.5 × .185 coVeR Royal Fiber, sunflower, 80lb cover 

inTeRioR mohawk Loop, eco cream, 80lb text 

FoLdouT Gray, uncoated, 70lb

printed by mAccAllum print group

Brochure for Williamson-Dickie Mfg. Co.  
by Creature

AdditionAl design credits  eXecuTiVe cReATiVe diRecToR Jim Haven / cReATiVe diRecToRs Pam Fujimoto, Adam Bailey / AssociATe desiGn diRecToR 

clara mulligan / desiGneR And iLLusTRAToR Brian Bosworth / coPYwRiTeR Adam Bailey / PHoToGRAPHeR Kyle Johnson / PRoduceRs christine ogborn, 

michael congdon / e-PRoduceRs cindy chin, sacha Paul / AccounT diRecToR Amy Vroom / senioR AccounT mAnAGeR Jessica Lorenzen

ApproAch And solution inspired by vintage pocket reference books found in dickies 

archives, our brand book features much of the same reference information from the 

1950s version. we redesigned the cover with a debossed logo and created sections of 

content to illustrate the positioning, audience, and history of the dickies brand. The 

book is illustrated with dozens of pencil drawings including the Fort worth head-

quarters, key products in their lineup, portraits of the founders, and moments in the 

company’s history. There is a section of photographs depicting their core audience, a 

five panel fold-out timeline, and red saddle-sewn binding.

production lessons This piece was a labor of love. it was created on a small budget 

and took a number of favors from generous and talented people, as well as an exhaus-

tive commitment to detail from our entire team. The photo shoot in particular consisted 

of nine locations over three days with zero professional models. The pencil illustrations 

were selected from dozens of rounds of creative and hundreds of original drawings. 

williAmson-dickie mfg. co. is the world’s leading 

provider of authentic work apparel and footwear, spe-

cializing in innovative performance work wear since 

1922. The company offers premium quality products 

at an unmatched value across a vast assortment of 

apparel, footwear, and licensed goods in more than 

100 countries.

brief The dickies Brand Book is designed to inspire 

dickies employees by reminding them of the storied 

history on which the company is built. But unlike 

traditional coffee-table-style brand books, the dickies 

Brand Book is meant to deliver the practical function-

ality that the dickies brand is known for.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 30 2 Foil stamp 

emboss

metal binding

BooKs 8.35 × 6.26 

enVeLoPe 9.02 × 6.38

coVeR GF smith, dark Grey

LininG And seLecT PAGes GF smith, Yellow

printed by dAyfold printers

Portfolio Book and Business Cards for  
Self-promotion by Jon Cleave

ApproAch And solution This piece of self-promotion was produced to get myself 

noticed by the top agencies in the industry; to skip past the 3,000 emails and other 

competitors. To allow the employers to touch and feel printed work again, to make a 

change and a difference.

production lessons Foiling white and yellow type onto dark grey duplexed busi-

ness cards is hard to accomplish, but well worth the trouble when it’s pulled off. 

 jon cleAve, is a visual designer in London, uK.

brief self-promotional material to showcase a  

selection of work.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,500 — cmYK offset 

silkscreen 

digital printing

—

FLAT mAP 19 × 26 

FoLded mAP 3.25 × 4.75 

scRoLL mAP 30 × 40

mohawk inxwell, super smooth eco white,  

70lb text

printed by leewood press (folded mAp), free gold wAtch (tote bAg), And sideshow sign co. (scroll mAp)

Map, Buttons, Tote Bag, and Signage for/by Airbnb

AdditionAl design credits  iLLusTRAToR Joel Holland / desiGneR Alex Anderson / PRoducTion mAnAGeR Lindsey Linger

ApproAch And solution To keep the piece local and personal to new York, nY, we 

worked with Brooklyn-based illustrator Joel Holland. The map includes both a large 

aspirational look at how the neighborhoods of new York fit together and smaller 

utilitarian maps of each neighborhood showing the locations of the recognized local 

businesses. each neighborhood is represented by a unique typographical treatment, 

which we repurposed for other giveaways like buttons and signage. we left the large 

map largely unmarked so that it would work well as a poster. 

production lessons we originally intended to create a pocket-sized map. After 

testing multiple paper weights, we found that the folded map would not lay flat 

when folded down to the small size. The solution was to decrease the number of 

folds, which made the content more manageable, especially given the quantity  

of new York city neighborhoods! 

Airbnb is a trusted community marketplace for people 

to list, discover, and book unique accommodations 

around the world. whether an apartment for a night, 

a castle for a week, or a villa for a month, any price 

point, in more than 40,000 cities and 192 countries.

brief Local List events celebrate our hosts’ local 

knowledge and recognize the small businesses that 

our community supports. we set out to create the 

event’s main giveaway: a map featuring the city’s 

neighborhoods and a local business guide. This was 

the third in a series including Berlin, Germany, and 

san Francisco, cA.





254 / sAlvAge / offset

cAtegory stArt

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

1,500 limited  

edition

274 2/2 coVeR Laminate Perfect bound, PuR

6.25 × 9.25 coVeR mohawk Via, Pure white smooth, 65lb 

cover inTeRioR mohawk Via, Pure white smooth, 

80lb text

—

printed by shApco printing, inc.

Book for/by Kern and Burn, LLC

AdditionAl design credits  AuTHoRs And desiGneRs Tim Hoover, Jessica Karle Heltzel

ApproAch And solution The most important design consideration was to focus on 

the interview content and provide a great reading experience. we chose commercial 

Type’s Graphik for the headlines and Type Together’s Adelle for the body copy to 

create a combined type structure that is both modern and clean. Two-color printing 

with a Pms warm Red spot color and dynamic white space help the interviewees’ 

work highlight their words.

production lessons Pre-press was our greatest challenge. we had to educate 

ourselves (with help from our gracious friends) on how to implement systems like 

a baseline grid, the difference between paragraph and character styles, and how to 

correctly size images for print. As self-publishers the next challenge and learning 

experience will happen during the distribution and shipping phase. 

kern And burn is a resource for design entrepreneurs. 

it started with a daily blog—the 100 days of design 

entrepreneurship, that curated discussions, interviews, 

and articles about design entrepreneurs—and became 

a book for designers who dream big and burn the 

midnight oil to forge their own paths.

brief Kern and Burn: conversations with design 

entrepreneurs is a beautiful 2-color book that features 

candid conversations with 30 leading designers. we 

want our readers to learn from them—not to follow in 

their footsteps, but to chart their own course in paral-

lel, add value to the world, and love what they do.
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quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

15,000 — cmYK and/or Pms overall dull varnish —

Various mohawk, various —

printed by oliver printing co.

Envelopes and Inserts for Mohawk Fine Papers 
by Room 207 Design

AdditionAl design credits  sToRY deVeLoPeR And desiGneR Katie Barcelona / LeTTeRinG erik marinovich  AdditionAl production credits  enVeLoPe 

conVeRTinG mohawk converting center

ApproAch And solution we wrote and designed a series of love letters capturing 

the fictional correspondence between enve and Lope. The letters represent the evolu-

tion of their relationship, culminating in a marriage proposal, thereby creating the 

enveLope. we imagined this love story from an early age, a school crush developing 

into real adult love over time. we worked with the great letterer erik marinovich to 

create unique designs for each envelope and insert set, to portray the spanning of 

time and trends. Also, for the paper geeks out there, each set includes a hidden pun 

about the paper stock or envelope style used.

production lessons we learned (again) to always spell-check. After the first batch 

was printed and delivered for the stationery show, a typo was found. mohawk, in 

their creative, springy way, immediately came up with an angle: enve is a terrible 

speller. Besides using spell check more often, the real lesson learned is to always 

work with cool people who know how to roll with the punches. 

mohAwk is a global business that serves customers on 

every continent. Their industry-leading product brands 

offer optimal performance for sheetfed, web, and digital 

printing. mohawk manufactures, publishes, and helps 

you make things.

brief every year, mohawk sends out an envelope 

promotion containing a series of blank envelopes 

with matching inserts in a number of different stocks, 

styles, and colors. The promo exists to give customers 

a sample of their offerings, increasing familiarity  

with their products.





258 / sAlvAge / letterpress

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

50 hand-inked 

limited edition 

— 2 Hand printing using LeGo pieces on a Vandercook 

no. 1 Proofing Press

— 20 × 15 Reich Paper savoy, Brilliant white, 118lb cover —

printed by cAdre press

Poster for Self-promotion by Cadre Press

AdditionAl design credits  concePT deVeLoPeR,  desiGneR,  And wRiTeR Rose newton  AdditionAl production credits  Rose newton

ApproAch And solution The prints express the combination of various cultural 

influences (HTmL, LeGo, and the resurgence of letterpress) typified by an over the top 

charlton Heston quote. 

production lessons LeGos work great for letterpress. They are quick, easy to 

assemble and conform to a grid. one thing i discovered from this project: LeGo base 

plate + 2 regular LeGos + 1 flat faced LeGo = Type height 

cAdre press is a division of cadre LLc, a multi-disciplin-

ary design studio in Austin, TX, that focuses on visual, 

architectural, and experience design. Rose newton is 

the creative director for the visual design studio while 

her husband, Terry newton, AiA, is the studio head for 

the architecture side.

brief Heston no. 1, Heston no. 2, and Heston no. 3 

are a series of hand printed letterpress posters using 

LeGo pieces on a Vandercook no. 1 Proofing Press. The 

phrases are HTmL-ed quotes from the charlton Heston 

movies soylent Green, Planet of the Apes, and The  

Ten commandments.





260 / sAlvAge / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

250 — 2 — —

18 × 24 new Leaf, imagination, 80lb cover —

printed by bloom press

Poster for Self-promotion by 101 Editions

AdditionAl design credits  desiGneR carolina de Bartolo

ApproAch And solution we made these posters in conjunction with a talk i gave at 

swissnex in san Francisco, cA, last spring entitled To explore = To Love.

production lessons Leaving out the black ink from the Pms formula for the orange 

ink made for a fresher, more spring-like color. The silver ink was fun to work with. 

101 editions is the publisher of _explorations in Typog-

raphy: mastering the Art of Fine Typesetting_ and its 

companion app.

brief i asked myself: what might be a cool way to 

visually summarize my entire book on one page? 





262 / sAlvAge / silkscreen

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

200 — 4 — —

16 × 24 whitewash, 80lb cover —

printed by mAmA’s sAuce

Poster for/by 55 Hi’s

AdditionAl design credits  Ross moody / Justin mezzell  AdditionAl production credits  siLKscReeneRs Jesse Adams, Tim styles 

ApproAch And solution The Robot calendar is a creative collaboration with designer 

Justin mezzell featuring a collection of 12 original robot characters. each robot in 

the calendar is illustrated and inspired by a theme commonly associated with the 

month it represents. 

production lessons This beauty was a beast! we really wanted the slabs of full 

coverage to shine in all their candy-coated glory, but at the same time had to gingerly 

treat some very delicate knockout type on the same screen. File prep was no joke as 

each robot’s color profile took full advantage of the project’s palette. 

55 hi’s is an online collection of design driven greeting 

cards, prints, stationery, and household items.

brief A calendar for those who are either preparing for 

the coming robot apocalypse or impatiently awaiting 

the singularity. whichever camp you are in—everyone 

is in one or the other, right?—these adorable robots will 

help lighten the mood and gussy up some wall space 

while you count the days. 





264 / sAlvAge / vArnishes

quAntity produced  pAge count  

number of colors  

Add. techniques  

binding  rAnk  

dimensions  

pAper stock  

30,000 28 + cover + 16 

self-cover + 6p short 

inserts

cmYK + Pms

soft-touch coating, Flourescent inks, Photochromic inks, Thermography, Touch 

plates, Gloss uV coatings, Raised uV coatings, sliver liquid coating, metallic tinted 

varnishes, Rubber uV coating, emboss, Flocking, Leather uV coating, Foil stamp, 

Reticulating varnish, satin, gloss, and dull varnishes

PuBLicATion  

Perfect bound 

mini-BooK  

saddle-stitched 

10 × 14 × .125

coVeR sappi mccoy, silk, 130lb cover  

inTeRioR sappi mccoy, silk, 100lb text 

sHoRT sHeeTs sappi mccoy, silk, 100lb text 

mini-BooK sappi mccoy, silk, 80lb text

—

printed by blAnchette press

Publication for Sappi Fine Paper – North America 
by Studio Hinrichs

AdditionAl design credits  ART diRecToR Kit Hinrichs / desiGneR Takayo Fredericks / wRiTeR delphine Hirasuna / mAin PHoToGRAPHeR Terry  

Heffernan / secondARY PHoToGRAPHY Thinkstock / sTYLisT  diane mcGauley / iLLusTRAToRs dave A. stevenson, Takahiro Kurashima, Kevin sprouls

ApproAch And solution The direction of Print & highlights various attributes of 

marketing campaigns to convey how the printed experience compliments alterna-

tive media. The findings showed that rather than cannibalize each other’s audience, 

print and digital work most effectively together. Print and digital also join forces in 

Print & through a series of AR and QR code animations. 

production lessons in addition to four-color process, we integrated online and 

offline techniques, including augmented reality (AR), flocking, soft-touch coating, 

reticulated varnish, photochromic ink, raised uV coating, engraving, liquid foil, 

thermography, embossing, metallic inks, and unusual folds. 

sAppi fine pAper – north AmericA, known for innova-

tion and quality, is a preeminent north American 

producer of coated fine and release papers, as well as 

dissolving wood pulp (dwP), and market kraft pulp 

headquartered in Boston, mA. it is a subsidiary of the 

global company, sappi Limited.

brief Print & shares independent research findings 

about demographics, emotional triggers, browsing and 

shopping behavior, and niche marketing to demonstrate 

the vast possibilities of print on paper. 





266 / sAlvAge / mix

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

800 96 + cover +  

end-papers + insert

cmYK + 1 offset 

Foil stamp 

Blind deboss

Perfect bound 

Hard case

6.85 × 9.76 × .59 coVeR And end-PAPeRs sirio 80, Perla, 170gr/m2 

inTeRioR enviro wove, 140gr/m2 

inseRT Tracing paper, 100gr/m2

—

printed by sAng choy internAtionAl pte ltd

Book for Manor Studio by Manic Design Pte Ltd

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Karen Huang / desiGneR Benjamin Koh

ApproAch And solution we decided on a B5 format to underline the intimate nature 

of many of their interior projects. The grey paper used for the studio’s stationery was 

used on the hardcover and endpapers, giving a sense of coherence to the collateral. 

on the cover, a subtle blind deboss was applied and the manor studio logotype was 

foil-stamped in silver. on the content pages, silver ink was used for the grid of dots, 

one of their brand elements, on introductory pages to every project.

production lessons no matter how many times you hit the paper, metallic inks 

will never be very reflective (if at all) on uncoated paper. This will be the last time 

we use metallic ink on uncoated stock. 

mAnor studio is a multi-disciplinary architectural 

and spatial design firm. in all their works they 

believe in getting their clients to participate in the 

design process and the inhabitants of the space to 

interact with their designs. some of their best works 

are art installations done for the national museum 

of singapore.

brief manor studio wanted to create a monograph 

showcasing the projects that they have done so far. 

They wanted it to be a handsome but restrained leave-

behind for meetings with potential clients and partners. 





268 / sAlvAge / mix

quAntity produced  pAge count  number of colors  Add. techniques  binding  

rAnk  dimensions  pAper stock  

500 64 + 32 + 8p cover cmYK + 1 Foil stamp 

emboss 

overall matte varnish

sewn

BooK 7.87 × 10.62 

FinAnciAL RePoRT 

5.82 × 8.26

coVeR environmental desert storm, Frankonia Grey, 324gr/ms 

inTeRioR excel Bulky, satin, 115gr/m2 

FinAnciAL secTion shiruku, Premium white, 130gr/m2

 —

printed by colourscAn

Annual Report for General Insurance Association 
of Singapore by &Larry

AdditionAl design credits  cReATiVe diRecToR Larry Peh / desiGneR Randy Yeo

ApproAch And solution As an association, GiA continually educates, informs, and 

engages their members and the public, resulting in practitioners being better equipped, 

claims reduced, and a culture of sharing and gaining knowledge through collaboration 

with other associations internationally. Titled Head, Heart and Hands, the direction 

for the Annual Report was inspired by education psychologist Benjamin Bloom’s Tax-

onomy of Learning domains. As a significant point of departure, the visual language, 

materiality and print/finishing processes drew reference from educational metaphors 

and themes.

production lessons Printing with staccato 20 micron required a different way of 

dealing with colors and profiles during proof and press stage as opposed to traditional 

lithographic printing. working closely with an experienced printer meant that all 

expectations were met and managed each step of the way. 

generAl insurAnce AssociAtion of singApore (giA) is 

a trade association of the General insurance industry 

that represents the interests of its member companies. 

it was established in 1965. 

brief we were commissioned by GiA to design their 

2012 Annual Report.
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A judged competition organized by UnderConsideration, celebrating the best  

print work from around the world during 2012 - 13. The FPO Awards reward the most 

successful combinations of design and print production. A panel of five judges  

convened in Austin, TX on June 21, 2013 to collectively select the 111 winning entries 

included in this book. 

for digital purchasing options — pdf or paywall website — and more information: 

www.underconsideration.com/fpoawards
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